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I. PURPOSE 

THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 19, 1974 

MEETING WITH ROY L. ASH 
Friday, December 20, 1974 
2:00 p.m. (60 minutes) 
Oval Offi e 

From: 

To hear and decide appeals from previous Presidential 
FY 76 budget decisions by the Departments of Labor, 
and Housing and Urban Development, and by EPA and NASA. 

II. BACKGROUND, PARTICIPANTS, AND PRESS PLAN 

A. Background: The FY 76 budget submissions of the 
Departments of Labor and Housing and Urban Develop
ment and of EPA and NASA have been considered by 
the President and initial Presidential decisions 
on the key issues have been reached. This meeting 
will provide the affected Cabinet Officers and 
Agency Heads to appeal these previous Presidential 
determinations. 

B. Participants: Roy L. Ash, Paul O'Neill, and 
Dale McOmber 

2:00 p.m. - Secretary Brennan 
2:15 p.m. - Secretary Lynn 
2:30 p.m. - Administrator Train & Frank Zarb 
2:45 p.m. - Administrator Fletcher & Frank Zarb 

c. Press Plan: David Kennerly photo 

III. TALKING POINTS 

A. Secretary Brennan, what is the first 1ssue you would 
like to raise as a part of your appeal? 
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B. Secretary Lynn, would you begin with the first 
matter you would like to appeal? 

c. Administrator Train, would you begin by describing 
the substance of your appeal for us? 

D. Administrator Fletcher, what is the first issue we 
should review in considering your appeal? 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON DECISION 

FROM: R • H 

MEMORANDUM ~TH:8PRESIDENT 
SUBJECT: DO Appeal of 1976 Presidential Decisions 

The Department of Labor has appealed three of your initial 
1976 budget decisions: 

1. Comprehensive Manpower Assistance, for which DOL recommends 
continuation of the 1974 BA level of 2.4 billion in 1976, 
regardless of the outcome of other temporary jobs legisla
tion. OMB recommends a return to the original 1975 
budgeted level of $2.05 billion, arguing that temporary 
job legislation, not this account, should be used to 
handle unemployment increases. You had delayed your initial 
decision until Congress had acted on pending jobs legislation. 

2. Grants to States for Unemployment Insurance and Employment 
Services. You initially decided to include $1,060 million 
each for 1975 and 1976. DOL has appealed for $1,334 
million for 1976 to handle expected cost increases and 
an average unemployment rate of 6.5%. Since the appeal, 
OMB and DOL have agreed to seek a 1975 supplemental of 
$200 to $250 million, to be available through 1976, to 
cover the pending emergency unemployment compensation 
bills and other workload increases. OMB believes this 
will be sufficient with the $1,060 million we recommend 
to cover legitimate needs through 1976. If not, additional 
supplementals could be sought in 1976. 

3. Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA). You 
initially decided not to include in DOL's personnel ceiling 
the 180 compliance officers added by the Congress in 1975. 
DOL appeals this decision primarily on political grounds, -
that it was part of a compromise that avoided restrictions 
on OSHA inspections of small business. OMB recommends not 
allowing the 180 until DOL develops an integrated Federal/State 
enforcement system. A deferral or rescission will be necessary. 
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Section III of the appeal letter discusses some lesser problems 
DOL has with the initial decisions. We understand DOL agrees 
that these problems can be settled between DOL and OMB. 

Attachment A is a summary table comparing your initial decisions, 
the DOL appeal, and the current OMB recommendation. It also 
includes our current joint recommendation on financing pending 
legislation. The estimate for uncontrollables will be 
substantially higher when unemployment assumptions are set. 
Attachment B is a brief summary of the items at issue. Attachment 
C is DOL's full appeal. 



Program 

UI and Other BA 
Uncontro 11 ab 1 eslf BO 

Pending Legislation 

Public Jobs and BA 
Unemployment BO 
Compensation 

Controllable Programs 

Comprehensive Man- BA 
power Assistance BO 

Grants to States for BA 
Unemployment Insur- BO . 
ance and Emp 1 oyment 
Services 

Occupational Safety BA 
and Health Adminis- 80 
tration 

All Other BA 
BO 

Total BA 
BO 

1976 Budget -- Summaty Table 

Depattment of Labor 

(In millions of dollars) 

1975 
Initial DOL . OMB 

Actual Decision Appeal Recom. 

8,005 8,340 8,340 8,340 
5,710 . 8,536 8,536 8,536 

2,760 4,0001/4,0001/ 
l '211 1 ,850- 1 '850-

2,266 2, 394 . 2,394 2,394 
1,450 2,790 2, 790. 2,790 

64 64 64.., 64 
892 1,060 1 ,'051i~h ,051.0' 

70 101 102 101 
69 101 102 101 

576 470 470 470 
1,185 661 661 661 

10 '981 14,129 15,370 15,369 
9,306 14,350 14,990 14,989 

Attachment A 

1976 
Initial DOL OMB 
Decision Appeal Recom. 

8,701 8,701 8, 701 
8,722 8,722 8,722 

- .. 
1,549 2,15o112,150ll 

2/ 2,400 2,050 . 2 ,osoz1 2,512- 2,687 2,512 

71 89 71 
1,060 1 ,334 1,060 

102 105 102 
102 105 102 

605 605 605 
614 614 614 

11 ,529 11,900 11,529 
14,559 15' 612 15' 160 

lf Initial estimates. Will be revised s·ubstantia11y when unemployment rate 
assumptions ar( set. 

2/ Pending action on NEAA 
lf Enacted. 



BA 
0 

Initial 

1976 Budget 

Department of Labor 

Comprehensive Manpowe~ Assistance 
(In millions of dollars} 

1976 
1974 1975 InJ.tJ.al DOL 

Actual Decisions • Decisions A:f2Eeal 

2,266 2,400 2,050 2,400 
1,450 2,790 2,512 2:,687 

Decision 

Attachment B 

OMB 
Recom. 

2,050 
2,512 

This account finances traini'ng and employment programs under 
the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA}. The 
initial decision was based on three factors: (1} the major 
program resources for combating the effects of high unemploy
ment is to be NEAA type legislation; (2) there is no evidence 
on program impact to warrent increases for CETA; and (3) the 
delays in start-up in 1975 indicate substantial carryover to 
1976 that has the effect of preventing sharp declines in 
program levels despite the BA reduction. 

DOL A:f2peal 

The Secretary believes it is politically unwise to reduce BA 
in this account. The Congress and the public could view it as 
failing to respond to worsening economic conditions, particu
larly for youth, minorities, and the disadvantaged, regardless 
of the NEAA type programs. 

OMB Recommendation 

There are no new programmatic grounds for increasing BA. Outlay 
estimates as well as enrollments continue to run well below the 
1975 plan, indicating that carry forward into 1976 may be even 
higher than current projections. Additional.funds could not. 
significantly increase the volume.of service provided until late 
1976 or early 1977. OMB and DOL ~re both recommending $1 billion 
for the public jobs bill expected to be passed·by Congress for 
the remainder of fiscal year 1975. This or a similar program will 

·indubitably be extended if unemployment remains high next year. 



·The $2.05 billion level should be retained for the FY 76 
budget. The Secretary should direct congressional attention 
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to the actual program level as reflected in the outlay estimates. 
The NEAA approach should continue t6 be the primary resource 
for offsetting the impact of high unemployment. 



Obl./0 

Initial 

1974 

1976 Bud9et. 

Department_of Labor 

Grants to States for nnployment and 
Unemployment Insurance Services 

(In millions of dollars) 

1975 1976 
Initial Initial DOL 

Actual Decision Decision AJ2Eeal 

892 1,060 1,060 1,334 

Decision 

Attacbrent B 

OHB 
Reconunendation 

1,060 

The initial Presidential decision nrovided for a level program for 
FY 75 and FY 76 and assumed a modest diversion of the Employment 
Service staff to unemployment insurance claims processing - the 
traditional practice. 

DOL Appeal 

The Department of Labor accepted the FY 75 funding level including 
diversion and requests an additional $274 million in FY 76 based 
on an unemployment rate of 6.5% and a 12% increase in costs. 

OMB Recorrmendation 

OMB reconunends a program level for both FY 75 and FY 76 to meet 
anticipated claims loads with a 7% mandatory cost increase rather 
than the 12% requested. OMB and DOL both recommend a $200 million 
supplemental for 1975, to remain available through 1976, both to 
handle the special unemployment compensation programs expected to 
be enacted by Congress and to serve as a contingency against other 
workload increases which cannot be handled by the regular 1975 and 
1976 appropriations. These amounts should be adequate, but if not, 
further supplementals can be requested in 1976. 



Attachment B 

j 

197't Budget 
' / 

Department--o-f Labor 

·occupational Safety and Health Administration 
(In millions of dollars) 

. .--- --"" --- --· ·-- -~~-·-·---------· 1975 1976 
1974 Initial DOL OMB Initial DOL 

.Actual-- Decision AE:eeal Recom. Decision AJ2peal 

BA $70.1 $100.8 $102.0 $100.8 $102.2 $105.2 
0 $69.3 $100.8 $101.6 $101.6 $].;02.2 $105.2 

EOY 
Pers. 1596 1705 1885 1705 1677 1857 

Initial Decision 

Continue 1975 budgeted Federal program level with some overhead 
eductions and expand the amount available'for State grants. 

al 

OMB 
Recom. 

$102.0 
$102.0 

1677 

Accept the 1975 congressional increase of 180 additional compliance 
officers (making a total of 1,100), and continue at this level 
through 1976. DOL argues that acceptance of the 180 is needed to 
block congressional attempts to exclude small business from OSH Act 
coverage. DOL also cla~ms that initial decision provides insufficient 
BA to finance approved program level. 

OMB Recommendation 

Retain previous allowance for personnel (920 compliance officers) 
pending DOL development of an integrated Federal/State system to use 
OSHA enforcement resources to achieve maximum reduction in accidents 
and illnesses. This will require submission of a rescission or 
deferral to the Congress of approximately $2 million. Retain 1976 BA 
allowance for now, but we will adjust as necessary as soon as DOL is 
ready to show us how the allowance is insufficient. 

If DOL insists t~at an increase in the budgeted compliance officer 
level is absolutely necessary to avoid opening the OSH Act to unwanted 
amendments, a small increase of approximately.30 compliance officer 
positions could be allowed. 



U. 5. DEPARTMENT OF LABOR 
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 

WASHINGTON 

Attachment C 

December 10, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

Subject: Department of Labor 1976 Budget 

The Department of Labor • s appeal from some of the many 
decisions made on its FY 1976 budget is in three parts, 
the first dealing with employment and counter-cyclical 
economic programs: the second with labor standards• 
and the third with how we manage the Department. Before 
getting into the specifics, I want to emphasize that 
these appeals are made in recognition of the need for 
budgetary restraint. In fact, we have not appealed 
many items even though they have great merit. However, 
we do need additional resources to deal with unemployment 
and some of the problems that have arisen under OSHA. 
We also need greater flexibility in managing the resources 
of the Department. 

I. Employment and Counter-cyclical Economic Programs: 

Deci•iOJls on the funding of CETA have been deferred, 
apparently on the theory that if NEAA or some other 
pub~ic service employment program is enacted, CETA 

.· fU9~in9 can be reduced. Given the present economic 
81tuation and the projections for calendar 1975 
and beyond, such a reduction appears not only unwise 
politically, but, more importantly, would constrain 
our ~ility under Title I of CETA to deal with 
speci~ic State and local problems that are sure to 
a~iee, particularly as they relate to the needs of 
youth, minorities and disadvantaged. Therefore, 
the ~partment requests that CETA be funded at at 
l"st $2.4 billion in FY 1976, the same as for 1975. 
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Additional authorizations for emergency public employment 
programs should not be made at the expense of this base 
training and employment program. 

The tentative decisions would also require a diversion 
of resources from the Employment Service into the 
handling of unemployment insurance claims. Such an 
action reflects a misconception of the role and 
function of the Employment Service. The notion that 
the Employment Service is purely for job placement 
and that its role disappears when jobs are scarce 
is not only wrong but also is destructive of the 
Department's ability to provide needed services to 
workers in hard times. The result of this decision 
would be to reduce drastically efforts to match the 
unemployed with available jobs. The importance of 
the Employment Service, particularly in hard times, 
has been highlighted by a recent consent decree filed 
in the D.C. Federal District Court which will require 
the Employment Service to expe.nd additional millions 
of dollars on a full range of services for migrant 
workers. This decree resulted from a conclusion by 
the Court that the Employment Service had not provided 
those services to which all segments of the population, 
including migrants, are entitled as a matter of law. 
Very candidly, a diversion of existing resources, 
without supplementation, will make the Department 
vulnerable to additional such legal actions. 

In short, we feel that we need a total of $1,057 million 
for ES and UI grants in FY 1975 and $1,334 for 1976 
based on a 6.5 percent unemployment rate, and more if 
the rate becomes significantly higher. This funding 
level should tie directly to the insured unemployment 
level projected in your Economic Report. 

II. Labor Standards: 

Congress provided 180 new positions for compliance 
activities for FY 1975 under the Occupational Safety 
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and Health Act, and allowed $5 million of existing 
funds to be spent through the States to provide 
consultation services to small businesses. The 
present decisions would not provide any employment 
ceiling for the 180 positions this fiscal year 
($3. 2 millionr. Only our agreement with the Congress 
to provide such services forestalled efforts this 
year to exempt small firms employing millions of 
workers. In addition, while we are able to finance 
consultation services this year, it can only be done 
next year at the expense of providing funds to the 
States to meet their developmental commitments under 
approved plans. Without these funds and personnel 
ceiling, it will be impossible to meet our commit
ment to the States, the Congress, and Workers. 

In an effort to cooperate in holding the line, we 
are foregoing, for the moment, three other important 
labor standards thrusts: a slight expansion in 
the older workers program under the Age Discrimination 
in Employment Act; a supplemental to meet the heavy 
workloads under the recent amendments to the Fair 
Labor Standards Act; and more training and consultation 
services under OSHA designed to meet Congressional 
criticism. However, you should be apprised that 
the need for services in these areas may become so 
acute as to force us to-come back on one or more 
of these items in the near future.· 

III~ Management of the Department: 

We do have some management problems which we have 
been trying to work out with OMB. · It seems only 
reasonable that the overall personnel ceiling for 
the Department can be spread as we deem necessary 
and that adequate funds to support our distribution 
will be granted in the appropriate program areas. 
Also, we are assuming that OMB will help obtain a 
speedy resolution of the apparent conflict with the 
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Departments of Agriculture and Interior over 350 
positions formerly supporting the Job Corps. 
Unfortunately, some of OMB's proposed decisions will 
impinge upon our ability to run the Department in 
an efficient and effective manner. 

For example, the Pension Benefit Guarant~ Corporation 
has been subsumed within the Department of Labor for 
budgetary purposes. Congressional intent is clear 
that the Corporation should be independent, with 
equal participation on the Policy Board by the Secretaries 
of Labor, Commerce, and Treasury. This tentative 
decision would make the Corporation subject to budgetary 
acts visited generally on the Department o~ Labor. The 
other members of the Policy Board join me in conveying 
their strong feeling that the Corporation should be 
shown in the independent offices' section of the budget. 

It is also proposed to pay a greater than warranted 
share of Departmental expenses from on~ of the 
accounts of the unemployment insurance trust fund 
in order to save general revenues. Although we are 
exploring this with OMB, the condition of the fund 
is such that very little diversion is possible. 

Finally, we believe it important to have our Solicitor's 
Office as a separate appropriation account rather than 
being lumped into Departmental management. The 
Department of Labor is the second largest law enforcement 
body in the Executive Bran9h. The Solicitor's Office 
is absolutely crucial to the success of the law 
enforcement efforts of the Department. Both the 
Administration and the Congress ought to have the 
benefit of being able to identify clearly the ~aw 
enforcement implications and consequences of their 
budget decisions by direct reference to the Solicitor's 
Office, rather than indirectly by considering the 
Solicitor's Office under the general "management 
overhead" umbrella. 
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I look forward to discussing these items with you so 
that you can better understand why I feel it necessary 
to appeal the decisions discussed above. 
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MEMORANDUM FOR: 

FROM: 
.. 

THE WHITE: HOUSE: 

WASHING.TON . 
• • . i :-• 

14. 

... 
" 

:-··· 

.;:,,'/ .. : 
. ' ...... 

ACTION 

SUBJECT: .. ,.., .• IDIZED HOUSING PROGRAM LEVEL 

The Department of Housing and Urban Development is 
recommending that the 1976 Budget include .406,000 units of 
sub~idized housing. The 1975 Budget authorized 400,000 
units in FY 1975; however, HUD currently estimates that no 
more than 200,000 units will be approved. 

The attached memorandum at:'ld supporting table have been 
jointly prepared by OMB and HUD staff setting forth the 
major considerations which affect the issue • 

... 
In summary, Secretary Lynn believes authorization for 
406,000 units is necessary in the interest of "continuing 
an acceptable climate on the Hill"· so that the Administra-
'tion can continue to achieve progress on other desired 
programs, and to avoid the risks of having Congress mandate. 
higher expenditures under the Section 8 program or use of 
the old subsidy programs. I recommend that the number of 

. units approved should be as low as politically feasible, 
and·in no case greater than 200,000 un~ts. My recommenda
tion is based on the belief that any level of activity 
will be criticized as inadequate in some quarters, but 
that political support for the program cannot be linked to 
any particular commitment level. I believe that the esti
mated direct Federal costs of the Section 8 program (annual 
--$1,093 for existing housing and $2,044 for new construction; 
lifetime--$8 billion per 100,000 units) are excessive and 
would seriously limit your ability to phase in welfare reform, 
sucp as HEW's proposed Income Supplementation plan. These 
costs coupled with other program defects outweigh any politi
cal advantages of a high level of activity. ·Your decision 
on this issue should be made within the broader context of 
where does the Administration go with respect to Income 
Assistance across the board. 

---·--- ..... . . . . . . . .· .. - ·.. ... .. 

Attachment 

·-

' ! • 
! 
' ' 
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DEC 1 6 1974 

.. 
. '· 

MEMO~lDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 
.,. r. 

FRO.'! a · James. T. Lynn 
Secretary of Ho~sin~ and Urban Development 

Roy L. Ash 
Director, Office of Management and Budqet 

SUBJECT: SUbsidized Housing Program Level 

Statement of Issue 

How many units of subsidized housing should HUD be authorized 
to approve under the SectiOn 8 (Lower Income Assistance) 
program in fiscal years 1975 and 1976? 

Background 

~he 1975 Budget proposed the approval of subsidies for 300,000 
units under the revised leasing program, recently superseded 
by the Section 8 Lo\,-er-Income .Housing Assistance Progra.'tl. The 
Budget, as printed, provided only "for an additional 200,000 
units .. for FY.l975. Between the time the Budget was printed 
and the figures were announced, President Nixon decided to 
provide for an additional 100,000 units for FY 1975. This 
decision was based, in large part, upon the necessity of pro
viding assistance for lower income families at a level, as 
informally communicated by key l·1ajority llci'!'.bcrs, acceptable to 
the Congress. Indeed, there was a tacit understanding that if 
the Administration showed its good faith at the 300,000-unit 
level, key aajority r:ernbers would do all in their power to see 
that the housing program design and cotmnunity development block 
grant progra.'11 follm·7e<l tne general lines of the· Administration· 
proposal. Those Members fulfilled their promise. 

In addition to ·the 3.00,000 units for FY 1975, 116,000 units 
under the revised leasing program originally budgeted for 
FY 1974, but not approved, were carrieu over into FY 1975, for 
a total FY 1975 authorization of q16,000 units. The contract 
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authority needed for the 416,000-unit production level was 
provided by the Congress pursuant to an Administration request 
in the Housing and Community Development Act of 1974. Finally, 
108,000 units representing the balance of units for bona fide 
commitments under the suspended housing proqrams were carried 
iDto FY 1975.- · - -

/ 

·Units actually approved under HOD subsidized housing programs 
------~in recent rears follow: 

I 

1970 __:___ . 1971 1972 1973 1974 

3t3,900 400,900 ll26,900 105,500 30,100 

~e lower levels of commitment in fiscal years 1973 and 1974. 
have resulted in runout cost reductions in the range of about 
$18.5 billion. 

Alternatives 

1. Continue the 4·oo,ooo authorized unit level under the 
Section a progr~.in FY 1976, requiring an additional 
200,000 units of authorization in view of an estimated 
200,000-unit carrjover from FY 1975, and provide an 
·additional 6, 000 units for ~nd.ian housing under the 
Conventional Public Housing Program (HUD recommendation). 

2. Reduce the authorized unit level in 1975 to the lowest 
level pc.litically feasible, but in no case more than 
200,000 units (excluding bona .fide commitments) for all 
programs and ~~intain it at that level in 1976 (OMB 
recommendation) • 

~ budget impact of each alternative is shown in Attachment A. 

Proqram JL~alysis 

Alternative levels of subsidized housing approvals can be 
analyzed fron four different standpoints: (1) the housing 
needs of low-incoma families, (2) supply and demand conditions 
in the homebuilding industry, (3) costs of Section 8 units, and 
(4) political realities. 

~ Consumer Needs 

Estimates of "housing needsn of lower income familias range 
from 4 million. units (the number of occupied units lacking com
plete plumbing) to over 11 million units. Clearly, a gap·in 
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units required cannot be met in the near future at either of 
the alternative production levels~ . .. 

BOD and o~m agree that inadequate housing is basically 
an income problem, rather than a_supply problem. However, 

· the Department believes that housing subsidies are warranted, 
pending a policy decision on a better solution. 

BOD ar~es that--as a bridge, both theoretically and 
politically, tp direct cash assistance--the new Section 8 
program is an improvement over the suspended subsidy programs 
(albeit certainly no panacea): 

-
-

. -
-

-

~e role of private owners is expanoed to include 
management and maintenance of units. 

Tenants are able to select the unit in which they 
t;:hoose to live. 

'""' 
The term of the subsidy ~ayment is. limited to 20 
years for private owners. 

The program permits more.emphasis on use of existing 
housing stock rather than on ne~ construction, sub
stantia·lly ·decreas:±ng ·eest11 ·and eJ:i..'1li'tlating tax 
preferences associated with new construction. 

~ program can encourage economic integration. 

Benefits are more directly related to need. 

• State and local government participation is increased. 

- The program permits more flexible financing since 
housing may be financed conventionally, by public 

.. bodies or under FHA mortgage insurance programs. 

- The program encourages direct competition between 
private developers and local housing au~~orities 
so that better site selection and lower development 
costs will resu~t. 

- Subsidy requirements are limited to fair market rent 
in any area, rather than being open ended as they 
were· in the suspended progr~~s. 

OMB believes in-kind subsidies are an inefficient means 
for addressing the problems of-low-income families, since they 

.. 
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lir.IJ:t: choices betvecn ho-..1ainq nnd other goods. Moreover, a 
HtiD-comsissiono:l opini.-:»n survey found that even t."lough poor 
housing conuiticns w~re fa~d to be ?serioas•·by J5r. of low
income !amili~s ~1d Sl:. of ~inoritie~~ such conuitio~s ranked 
lower on tho low-incomo ~o~ulatio~·~ li~t of aorious noiqlilior
hood pro~l~s, than such probl~a as drug addiction, trans
portation, end crino. In addition., O!tB balicves the Section a 
proqraa reprc~e:1ts only a S.."llall improv<nucnt over tho previous 
subsidy pro..3ra·ms that have hesn suspended since January, ~973. 
and will havo these defects: · 

·~ ...... 
....... ,., 

.• 

-· Benefits would be distributod inequitably in that 
only a S!nall fraction of eligible families (at 
•oo,ooo '.l:lits, o:1ly 1.5~ of the appro~L'"Ilatoly 23 
million faruilies with qualifyin9 incones) will 
receive bonofits. 

/ 
- Ybe costs of the program will be substantial 

rcl:ttivo to the banefits pnrceivea i:Jy tho 
assisted fa:tilv. In fl1ct, undor the rent 
eupplP~-nent pro;1rar.t, to which tho n.;3w construc
tion fcat~re o! Soction S benrs ~ strong 
reae:r~la..."lce, HUD found t!'la t o:1ly 4 3% of Federal 
expen.:lit~roa ~1cre perccivei.l 43 a direct benefit· 
~.the lo~-income recipient. 

-- ~ ~~e extent neu co~struction is c~phasi2od, 
low-income families vill r.ot have froodo= to 
choose their o~~ unit. 

(2) S::i:nulation of the Housinu ~arkot 

~he production of new subaiJized h0'..1Sinq units can be 
ration~lized in terms of tho neod to offset depressed housin9 
market conditions. 

HUD and a~s agree that some portion of federally sub
sidized housing units coma 4t thr~ expanse of unsub~idized units, 
so that the net aj:litiou to total starts is less than tho nu:.·.her 
of u:dts su!:>sLli~ed. (•.o.'he Fc1.el.·.:ll non!~ Lo<:ln .3al11t noard staff 
estimated that, during a period when mortc;~go money was reason
ably ~vailable, only 1!.1. out of cvory 100 S';l}.>si~izcd starts 
represent a not aJ~ition to total atarte.) 

.'J:o tho oxtcnt that Sectio~ S does stimulate allditional 
activit~' in the ~o•.1aing .suctor, uctual construction will not 
be9in for !I0::1.e tino. r"or i!lotance, construction on units 
approved durinq '1?Y l;l75 "lill hagi11, at tha earliest, in the 
Sprinq, 1976. Similarly, actual construction on units ap~roved 
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in FY 1976 will begin later in FY 1976, at the earliest. 
However, most industry members have taken the position 
p~licly that the decrease in total starts 1·s attributable 
in large part to the decrease in units approved in Federal 
aUbsidizod programs. 

Although the housin9 market is currently depressed, 
~e Troika ~orecasts a natural upturn in housing starts to a 

----~level of.z million units by mid-1976. A high level of 
approvals during FY 1975 and 1976 could possibly contribute 
to ~verstimulation of the market by th& time of actual con
struction, as it did in CY 1972. 

(3) Costs of Section 8 Units 

Costs under the Section 8 program can be looked at 
from three standpoints• 

a. en a per unit basi~ 

The existing component of the Section 8 program 
is a less costly alterna~ive than the new construction compo
nent, and comes closer to the·goal of minimizing ~~e role of 
"the ~Eedex:al Covbx'n:nent .in the pper.a tion of local programs. 
On the other hand, the more expensive new construction 
component continues HUD's involvement in review and approval 
of.plans, as under the suspended housinq progracs. A comparison 
of per unit cost for-both existing and now Section 8 units, as 

· well as HUD's exparL~ental housing allowance program.and an 
earlier proyram, are sho\m belews 

. ' 
Comearison of Annual Per Unit Housing Assistance Costs 

'l'enant 
Local Contrib. 

Total Agency (family(4) 1 
Annual Rent A~~inis-$5,000 an- Shopping Direct 

Payment- trative nual Incentive Cost to 
Costs income Savings Govt. 

Direct Cash 
Assistance $2,067 $203 $1,250 $106 $ 914 

Sec. a -
. Existing $2,067 $22·3 . $1,100 $ 97 $1,093 
Hew $3,144 Pee may $1,100 n/a $2,044 

be allow-
ad,- but 
not yet 

·determined 
Sao. 236 
with Rent 
_Supplement $3,144 n/a $1,038 n/a $2,106 
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/b. Shor~-term budget impact 

A~tachmen~ A illustrates ~he budget impact of 
alternative levels of subsidized housinq approvals. 

---
Existinq units ·approved for subsidy result in 

outlays mbre quickly than newly constructed units, despite 
~· lower .~veraqe annual subsidy per existing unit. 

' 

-------,..·: --:-------
---------- - The attachment also shows the cost per 100,000 

units, using different mixes of new and existing units. 
-....:...--

o. Lifetime costs 

Each 100,000 units approved under the Section 8 
program are est~~ated to cost approxicately $8 billion over 
the life o! the contracts (assuming approvals are split 75% 
new/25' existing, and that tha average contract runs 26.25 
years). In addition, Section 8 units can be insured under 
certain FHA and other Federal mortgage insurance programs, 
thus increasing the contingent Federal liability. 

d. Political Realities 
.. 

HUD belie:v.en .that, ,Mznfnistration promises 
havinq been made to key ~1e:abers of the Congress, they ought to 
be kept--certainly for FY 1975 and, because the new Section 8 
progra~ will not get rolling until FY 1976,- through that year 
as well. Failure to keep our 'ford, combined with the present 

· 1~ level of housing starts will, in HOD's view, result in a 
m~dating of th.e Section 8 program, or-the old suspended pro
vrams, or both. During the current year, serious atte~pts 

· were made to mandate these programs in t.he liousing and Community 
Development Act of 1974, HUD's basic appropriation and the 
supplccental appropriation needed to fund the Community Develop
ment Block Grant Proqra:n. In each instance, the ability of 
the Administration to have the mandating provision deleted was 
based upon its "good faithw to move ahead on the Section 3 pro
vram at the budget levels it had promised. 

QMB acknowledges that the subsidized housing programs enjoy . 
substantial political support, but believes th~t this support 
cannot be linked to any parti~ular comn1itment love!. Any 
·level will be criticized as inadequate in some quarters. An 
individual builder, on the o·ther hand, is only interested in 

. . 



. . . 
·_/ 

.•. 

how many units he gets approved, not the nat;ional total. 
While his chances are greater at a higher level of commit
ments than a lower level, this is equally true at 100,000, 
200,000; or 400,000 units. · · 

7 

Secreta Lvnn'9 Recommendation: Alternative tl. The 
Secretary s·request s base largely on "continuing an 

-----acceptable climate on the Hili" so that continued progress 

..... ·. 

can be made toward progra~s, such as direct income assistance, 
desired by-·-the Administration and so that the risks of man
dated higher expenditures and mandated use of the old subsidy 
programs or Section 8 can be avoided. Given the depressed 
state of the housing in'-~.ustry· and the drastically reduced . 
subsidized housing commi~ent level in FY 1975 and most of 
PY 1974, he believes such mandating is not just possible but 
very probable. Further, Secretary Lynn believes that our 
programmed level of over 400,000 units for FY 1975 was in 
substantial part responsible for the passage of the 1974 
Housing and Cor.munity Development Act in acceptable form and 
that, particularly sinca we will not co~~it anywhere near that 
figure in 1975, a reductilon from 400,.000 as the authorized 
level for FY 1976 would be construed as bad fait~in-the--
Congress. ne proposes to move to ~hat ho calls an "inventory• 
conoopt in'budgeti:ng for the Section 8 program for FY 1976. 
Under this concept, the request for new budget authority would 
be for only 200,000 additional units but the. text of the Dudget 
would make it clear that this is to permit an approval level 

· of approximately 400,000 units inasmuch as it is estimated 
that about 200,000 units of the FY 1975 authorization will 
carry over. In his judgment, tha passage of additional tL~e 
from the date of suspension of the old progra~s and enac~ent 
of t.hzntew Act,. decisions on direct cash assistance and, most 
importantly, assuming, as expected, that housing starts are 
recovering reanonably well in calendar 1975--particularly in 

_the last half, a much better climate for logical decision
making on the FY 1977 buuget will prevail. 

Director Ash's Reco~~endation: O~m believes that the number of units approvect should oe as low as politically feasible, 
and in no case should exceed 200,000 units. Given the anti• 
cipated 200,000 carryover fror.t FY 1975 this '\'iould mean no 

·request for new authority for.FY 1976. Th~ progr~ defects 
identified above, coupled with the high cost, argu~ for a low 
level of activity under this program. A low level of authorized 
units would also promote quality processing, assuming personnel 



•• 
levels were not re~uced proportionately, and preserve tho 

· Administration's flexibility to set future year unit approval 
levels, based on existing conditions in a given year. In the 
abort term, Secretary Lynn's inventory concept is not necea
earily unreasonable, since HOD lacks the capacity to meet the 
400,000 un~t goal during 1975, and perhaps in 1976 as well. 
However, effectively by FY 1977, a real base of 400,000 units 
will be established. Once established, this level will be 
4ifficult~to withdraw from, even if a "demandn (income assist
ance) approach is eventually implemented. The demand from the 
construction industry for production assistance will not be 
satisfied by inco~e assistance to eligible consumers, so any 
production level may become a future floor. 

Attachment 

Deoisiona Approve BUD. recommendation 

Approve OMS recommendation 

Other (see me) 

, 

----
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EXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 

December 16, 1974 

CVA:Housing Branch 

OFFICE OF MANAGEMENT AND BUDGET 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20503 

suaJECT: The HUD Appea 1 

• Mr. O'Neill 

Secretary Lynn has appealed the decisions on seven items included in 
his 1976 Budget estimates. The amounts at is£ue in 1976 are shown 

• below: 

Obligations Outla_ys 
Pres. HUD CVAD Pres. HUD CVAD 
Mark ~ Recom. Mark~ Recom. 

millions of dollars 
New Communities N/A N/A ~:/A -1 -1 -1 
Research and Technology 65 75 65 58 71 58 
Community Development Loan 
Guarantees (OMB Est.) N/A N/A N/A 10 

Comprehensive Planning 50 Open Open 60 Open Open 
Counseling 2 2 
Mortgage Insurance Premiums N/A N/A N/A -18 -18 

Staffing: 
Amount 167 177 172 167 177 172 FTP's 14,829 15,559 15,287 

Each of the items is discussed in a separate issue paper attached to this 
memorandum. The issues are summarized below. 

New Communities 

The Secretary believes HUD should have the authority to make additional 
guarantee commitments so it can: 

• Honor moral commitments. 

• Avoid defaults on existing projects. 

• Forestall a congressionally mandated program. 

CVAD continues to believe an immediate suspension is warranted·in order 
to avoid increasing the contingent liability further until it can be 
shown that there is some advantage to doing so. 

Research and Technology 

The Secretary argues for the original $75 million program on the grounds 
that: 
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• Ongoing projects, coupled with congressionally mandated and 
OMS-requested studies, would consume an excessive portion 
of the $65 million mark. 

• Congress will cut the request further, and HUD's Research 
program already has suffered more than research programs 
in other agencies. 

2 

CVAD believes that $65 million can cover the ongoing and requested studies 
and still leave $12 million for new initiatives. 

Community Development loans 

Secretary Lynn believes HUD should have the authority to guarantee loans 
because failure to implement this provision would: 

• Damage the Administration's credibility. 

• Create enormous political problems. 

• Produce no real advantage since the program is unattractive 
enough to keep most recipients away. 

CVAD continues to see no prograrrmatic justification for loan guarantees. 

Comprehensive Planning Grants 

The Secretary and CVAD agree that a final decision on "701" funding 
should await a Presidential decision on land use and planning consolida
tion. In the event a decision is delayed beyond the point where the 
budget must be locked up, CVAD recommends straight lining the program 
at $50 mill ion. 

Counseling 

The Secretary believes that a HUD evaluation study demonstrates the cost
effectiveness of counseling, and this, coupled with a congressional 
mandate, warrants a $2 million Counseling program in 1976. 

CVAD recommends against a separate appropriation for Counseling on the 
. grounds that: 

• The HUD study does not provide anything approaching a 
reliable basis for concluding that counseling is cost
effective (a view shared by many at HUD}. 

• Federally funded counseling will make a new group of agencies 
dependent on Federal money, thus creating yet another lobby 
for ever-increasing amounts of Federal institutional support. 



. . 

Mortgage Insurance PremiUms 

The Secretary recommends against any increase in premiums because: 

• There has not been sufficient staff work to permit a 
defense of higher premiums. 

• The adverse impact on low-income families would bring 
political costs which exceed the relatively small outlay 
savings. 

. 3 

CVAD believes that enough staff analysis has already been done to 
justify higher premiums, and that, from a tactical standpoint, increases 
must be coupled w·ith revision of the basic 203(b} premium which is 
presently in the Norks. 

Staffing 

The Secretary is seeking an end-of-year employment ceiling of 15,559 in 
1976. 

CVAD recommends a 1976 ceiling of 15,287. The difference between this 
level and the Secretary's request results from:' 

• Our belief that temporaries, rather than FTP's, should be 
relied upon to handle the defect claims resulting from the 
new legislation. 

• Our programmatic judgment that staffing requested for the 
environmental area can be reduced by siffiplifying HUD's 
environmental policies. 

• HUD's failure to justify the sharp increases in workload 
projected for 1976 an the equal opportunity area. 

I 



1975 1976 z 
New Communities Program 

Budget Impact 
($ in millions} Bonds 0 Bonds 0 Bonds 0 

Presidential Allowance •••••.•••••• 369 .8 389 -1 389 -2 
HUD Appea 1 . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • • • • • . • • • • 369 . 8 474 -1 559 -2 
OMB Recommendation •••.•••••••••••• 369 .8 389 -1 389 -2 

Presidential Allowance: Tem~orarily suspend new approvals under the New 
Communities Program during 1976, and allow additional guarantee commit
ments for existing projects only after strict criteria have been developed 
and approved. 

HUD Appeal: Show up to two new approvals in the 1976 Budget. 

HUD Arguments 

Suspension may cause legal problems as well as moral ones since appli
cants have invested significant amounts in planning costs in expectation 
of participating in the HUD program and in relying on Huo•s preliminary 
reviews and approvals. 

• A suspension would probably be construed as a forerunner of termination, 
and would hinde~ the Department•s efforts to negotiate with developers 
and financial institutions to provide additional financial assistance 
to existing projects. 

• The pipeline has been reduced substantially due to stringent review 
criteria recently implemented. This administrative tightening should 
reduce the number of guarantee applications t1at will be received 
during 1976, and achieve much the same results as a suspension . 

• A suspension, rather than administrative tightening, is more likely to 
generate mandating since important members of Congr·ess support the New 
Communities Program. 

OMB Staff Comments 

Existing new community projects are in serious financial difficulty. 
In part, this is due to approval of certain marginal projects because 
the applicants had invested significant amounts in planning costs, 
and implicit cornmitments had been made to developers by HUD staff. 

• There may be moral problems created from a suspension resulting from 
implicit commitments given to developers by HUD staff; however, there 
is no basis for legal problems if such implicit commitments are not 
fulfilled. 
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• Tightening of administrative requirements may reduce the demand for 
new projects and could possibly achieve the same goal as a suspension, 
if enforced strictly by the Department. However, management of exist
ing projects remains the key problem in the program, and New Community 
staff time should be devoted to devising work-out solutions for 
existing projects. 

OMS Recommendation: OMB staff believe the financial status of existing 
projects is serious enough to warrant temporary suspension of the New 
Communities Program. The review that is required on these projects in 
order to determine whether additional guarantee commitments should be 
made is sufficient to justify an announced suspension of new activity. 
HUD's argument that the same goal could be achieved administratively 
has some merit. However, historical experience argues against the 
probable success of this approach. An open door for inquiries about 
the program has consistently led to implicit commitments by HUD staff 
to applicants of future approval. 



!tesearch and Technology 

(in millions of dollars} 
1975 1976 1977 Budget Impact 

Obligations/Outlays Oblig. 0 Oblig. 0 Oblig. 0 

Presidential Allowance........... 57 
HUD Appea 1 . . . . . . . • . . . . • . . • . . • • . • • 57 
OMB Recommendation............... 57 

56 
56 
56 

65 
75 
65 

58 
71 
58 

65 
75 
65 

60 
74 
60 

Presidential Allowance: Increase the 1976 program level to $65 million. 

HUD Appeal: Increase the 1976 program level to $75 million. 

HUD Arguments 

• Additional studies requested by OMB when added to ongoing research needs 
and, coupled with studies that the Secretary wants to do, and certain 
studies that Congress has mandated, may be excessive requirements within 
the $65 million level. 

• Congress has traditionally reduced the Administration's budget requests 
for research activities, and there is no reason to expect a change in 
FY 1976. 

• HUD's Research program has been reduced disproportionately as compared 
to simflar social research programs in other agencies. 

OMB Comments 

Rough estimates of HUD's minimum research requirements in 1976 breakdown 
as follows: 

Ongoing Research (base) ...... . 
(includes all congressionally 
mandated studies) 

Secretarial Studies .......... . 
OMB Requested Studies ..•....•. 

Tot a 1 •.•••.•••••••••••••••.• 

($ in mill ions} 
48.5 

3.3 
1.0 

52.8 

• A brief look at HUD's Research program, as compared with other domestic 
agency research programs, on a percentage basis: 

HUD • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
HEW • •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
EPA . ..•.......•.•••..•..•.•••••• 
Agriculture .......••...•.••••••• 
Transportation ............•..•.• 
National Science Foundation ..••• 

1974 and 1975 

-12% 
-:g 
-25 

-26 
+3 

1975 and 1976 

+14% 
-:tr 

+7 
+2 

+19 
+8 
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OMB Recommendation: OMB staff believe that a $65 million program level 
is sufficient to permit HUD to meet all prior year commitments, congression
ally mandated studies and special studies initiated by the Secretary and OMB. 
These needs are roughly estimated at approximately $53 million. 



-·· 
Community Development Loan Guarantees 

Budget Impact 
($ in mi 11 ions) 

1974 
BA 0 

1975 
BA 0 

1976 
BA 0 

July 1 - Sept. 30, 
1976 

BA 0 

Presidential Allowance ••••••••• 
HUD-Appeal: 

HUD Estimate .•••.•••••••.•••• -
OMB Estimate ••.•.•••.•••••••• -

OMB Recommendation ••••••.•••••• 
10 10 2 2 

Presidential Allowance: No loan guarantees should be issued under the Community 
Development Block Grant Program. 

HUD Appeal: Loan guarantees should be approved, but without any marketing 
assistance from HUD. 

HUD Arguments 

The guarantee provision is unattractive enough that few will be applied for 
and a minimal staff effort will be required. 

No budget savings would result from suspension of the guarantee provision, 
since the required safeguards are sufficient ·to prevent outlays in the 
case of defaults (which HUD does not expect). 

• HUD, with OMB's consent, agreed to a loan guarantee program in order to 
secure legislative support for the Community Development Block Grant 
Program from the U.S. Conference of Mayors/League of Cities • 

• Suspension would constitute a failure to keep our word, and may tempt 
Congress to mandate a loan guarantee provision with greater outlay 
potential than the HUD proposed provision with its safeguards. 

OMB Staff Comments 

• CVAD staff finds no programmatic justification for assisting localities in 
avoiding State-imposed debt ceilings. Loan guarantees would further divert 
capital from other sectors of the economy to a sector supported by $2.5 
billion in Federal grants. The HUD appeal does not address these program
matic considerations. 

• The HUD argument that there are "no budget savings" to be realized is based 
either on no defaults occurring or repayments being realized before the end 
of the fiscal year. If a default occurs near the end of a fiscal year, it 
will show up as an outlay, even though the collateral requirements insure 
repayment to HUD in future years. 



• The HUD arguments addressing budget impact do not take into account 
staffing. There will have to be outlays for staff expenses if the 
guarantee provision is implemented. 

• The HUD appeal position does not involve direct loans and marketing 
assistance resulting in less outlay potential than with direct loans 
and marketing assistance. 

2 

CVAD Recommendation: On programmatic grounds, we recommend maintaining the 
Presidential allowance. CVAD staff is not in a position to judge the accuracy 
of the Secretary's political analysis. The political price for suspending the 
guarantee provision may indeed be too much for the small outlay saving. 
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Budget Impact 
($ in millions) 

1974 1975 
NC 0 

July 1 - Sept. 30, 
1976 

NC 0 NC 0 

Presidential Allowance •••.•••• 75 101 
HUD Appea 1 ... .................. . 
OMB Proposal •••••••••••.•••••• -

- -
50 110 50 60 

-Open-
-Open-

12 
Open 
Open 

Presidential Allowar:ce: Reduce the 1975 program level to $50 million and maint~in 
that level in 1976. 

HUD Appeal: The Department proposes that the 1976 program level remain open 
pending Presidential decisions on Federal land-use.policy and consolidation 
of Federal planning assistance programs. 

HUD Arguments 

• HUD expects decisions to be made on land-use policy and planning assistance 
consolidation prior to submission of the Budget, and these decisions could 
have important irr:pl ications for 701 funding. 

Continuation at the $50 million level in 1976 will contradict previous 
Administration statements that the 701 program would be in addition to 
the Community Development Block Grant Program. This would open the 
Administration to the argument that it gives with one hand and takes 
with the other. 

• The reduced level would require cutbacks in activities dealing with Federal 
bas~ closings, planning for energy conservation, and improving State and 
local management. 

OMB Staff Comments 

• Presidential decisions on land-use policy and planning assistance consolida
tion could change the scope of the 701 planning program (either expanded or · 
contracted). · 

If decisions on these two pending issues do come before the Budget submission, 
CVAD will have time to change the Budget to reflect the Presidential decisions. 

• The decisions may not come before the Budget is presented to Congress. In 
that case, the Budget will have to be transmitted without reflecting the 
pending Presidential decisions. 



Because of the uncertainty of Presidential decisions, CVAD staff will 
postpone a response to Huo•s programmatic arguments. There will 
probably be disagreement between HUD and OMB staff analyes even after 
Presidential decisions, however. 

2 

CVAD Recommendation: We recommend leaving the 701 program budget decisions 
open until the point the Budget must be locked up. If that point is reached 
before the Presidential decisions on land-use policy and planning assistance 
consolidation are made, we recommend presenting the 701 Budget on the basis 
of the Presidential allowance. · 

- . .. ~ •· 
~··~~~ 
~ . . . 
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Mortgage Insurance Premiums 

Bud~et Impact 
($ 1 n mi 11 ions) 

1975 
BA BO 

1976 1977 
BA BO BA BO 

Presidential Allowance •••••• 750 
HUD Appeal. ••.•••••••••••••• 

750 r 550 
+ 0 ~. +18 
+ 0 + 0 

5~ 400 
+18 / +26 
±--0 + 0 

400 
+26 
+ 0 OMB Recommendation .••••••••• 

Presidential Allowance 

Change all mortgage insurance premiums to make each insurance program 
actuarially-sound. 

HUD Appeal: Allow the premiums on the profitmaking programs to be revised but 
do not change the premi urns on the actuari a lly-unsc•und programs. 

HUD Arguments 

• 

• 

It would be highly premature to change premiums under the unsound 
programs and reflect this in the Budget prior to completion of HUD 
studies, now underway, to determine actuarially-sound premiums by program. 
HUD could not defend premium changes in public. 

Legislation may be necessary to make some programs actuarially-sound • 

• The proposed policy would have an adverse socicl impact, since poor 
families would be required to pay higher premiums. 

• Announcement should be made outside the budget and after careful review 
with interested private parties and Congress. 

• Savings would be nil in 1975, and relatively minor in 1976 • 

OMB Staff Comments 

HUD staff acknowledges that the studies of single family programs have been 
conducted, and that staff estimates of actuarially-sound premiums are avail
able by major program. Less firm estimates of actuarially-sound premiums 
are available for the complicated multifamily programs. A major study of 
premiums will be completed thise 

• Annual premiums can be raised ~wi hout statutory change. 

It is clear that the l/2 percen ium is inadequate in many programs and 
would have to be raised to make the programs actuarially-sound regardless 
of whether or not definitive studies exist. Premiums could always be re
adjusted later based on more data or better analyses. 



• Since new "front-loaded" premiums are soon going to be implemented for 
the basic homeownership program and a new coinsurance program, it would 
be consistent to raise premiums under the deficit programs now. If the 
unprofitable program premiums are not changed with the profitable program 
premiums, changing them later on would be far more difficult. 

• The complex implementation issue--raising premiums under programs that aid 
lower income families--involves political, not programmatic considerations. 
Terminating this indirect subsidy is consistent with recent policy to 
emphasize cash, rather than in-kind assistance for the poor. The costs 
and benefits of those insurance programs are also being studied by HUD. 

OMB Staff Recommendations 

CVAD staff continu~s to recommend that each major insurance program be made 
actuarially-sound. We recommend do·ing so, however, only to the extent per
mitted by existing law (that is, up to 1%); we would not recommend seeking 
new legislation. The issue is as much a resource allocation problem as the 
funding level for block grants. The announcement should be made in the con
text of the Federal Budget where budget trade-offs are clearly visible and 
where this action can be best justified. Moreover, from a tactical st~nd
point, an increase in premiums should be linked with revisions in the basic 
premium rather than be announced separately. Technical implementation 
issues could be resolved soon after budget delivery. Implementation issues 
could be carefully reviewed with interested parties and Congress. HUD would 
announce all premium levels at one time before FY. 1976 began. 

MD/HCA staff recommends that insurance written by FHA be "financially sound" 
beginning in FY 1976. Require HUD to submit, prior to FY 1976, a detailed 
options paper that addresses a full range of remedial actions including 
premium revision. Actions to be considered in the HUD;review would include: 
underwriting, events insured against, premium rates and structure, reserves 
and rebate policies, the grouping of programs within insurance funds, and 
risk grouping within programs: 

Raising premiums is not the only nor necessarily the best way to 
make FHA programs financially sound. Other actions, such as raising 
underwriting standards, changing the premium str·ucture, and intensi
fying mortgagee surveillance may have equal or greater significance in 
achieving financial soundness on a program by program basis. Also, 
raising premiums on future insurance written could have less immediate 
budgetary impact than taking effective remedial steps to reduce defaults 
and losses related to existing insurance in force. 

Raising insurance premiums to actuarially-sound rates in many of the un
sound programs would exceed statutory limits. ~~ithout legislation, 
several programs would have to be terminated if an actuarially-sound 
test were applied. Even with legislation, higher rates could make these 
programs uneconomic for owners and sponsors. In such cases, we may want 
to face directly the possibility of terminating programs. 

No decision, such as increasing premiums, should be announced now in a 
way that would preclude consideration of subsidizing insurance programs 
with capital contributions (appropriations) or grouping unsound pro
grams with presently sound programs. . . 



• According to David DeWilde (Acting Commissioner} FHA is not prepared 
to implement actuarially-sound premium rates. FHA•s study of premiums, 
as well as HuD•s study of the unsubsidized insurance programs, will 
not be completed until the end of the fiscal year. 



Staffing I~ 'ru-'J 
Budget Impact 1975 

p 
1976 

{numbers of positions) FTP Other Total FTP Other Other 

HUD Request •••••••••••• 15,356 2,121 17,477 15,656 1,874 17,530 
Presidential Allowance. 14,829 2,121 16,950 14,829 1,874 16,703 

· HUD Appea 1 ••.•••••..•• 15,214 2 '121 17,335 15,559 1,874 17,433 
OMB Recommendation #1 •• 14~829 2,221 17,050 15,287 1,974 17,261 
OMB Recommendation #2 .• 15,021 2,121 17 '142 15,287 1,974 17,261 

Presidential Allowance: Set a FTP staffing ceiling of 14,829 in 1975 and 1976 
reflecting CVAD estimates of HUD workload in 1976. The 1975 level was set at 
14,829,even though workload estimates indicated a lower level for 197~ to pre
vent a 11 Sawtooth11 effect in staffing levels. 

HUD Appeal: On the basis of reestimates of workload and a new estimate for 
processing claims for property defects not included in the original HUO request, 
FTP levels of 15,214 and 15,559 are requested for 1975 and 1976 respectively. 

HPMC-FHA Staffing 

• 

• 

HUD has revised its estimate of mortgage insurance activity indicating 
a reduction of 200 positions.from its original HPMC requests for 1975 
and 1976. 

HUD's current annualized rate of mortgage insurance activity will put 
the Department closer to OMB estimates for the end of 1975 than HUD 
estimates. 

• The original request, however, did not include staff estimates for 
processing defects claims, a workload resulting from new authorizing 
legislation. HUD estimates 110,000 defect claims in 1976. The HUD 
estimate is for 200 FTP positions, offsetting the drop in mortgage 
processing activity. 

• CVAD staff finds the defect claims workload estimate to be excessive. 

• The processing of defects claims will not be an ongoing activity. 

• The Administration strongly opposed the defects provision and accepted a 
limited authorization as a compromise. Extensive staffing would encourage 
maximum use of the provision. 

OMB Staff Recommendation - We recommend accepting HUO's revised estimate 
for mortgage insurance processing with the reduction of 200 FTP positions. 
We do not recommend substituting the 200 FTP positions for defects claims 
processing. We recommend 100 temporary positions for that activity in 
1975 and 1976 because it will not be an ongoing activity. 

CPO Staffing 

HUD is appealing for its original 1976 request for Relocation, Environmental, 
and Planning Management staffs which were cut by the Presidential allowance. 



• HUD argues the staff is necessary to properly implement the new block 
grant program and the 701 planning program, even though categorical 
activity is declining. HUD also identifies non-community development 
responsibilities for the Relocation and Environmental staffs. 

• Using HUD estimates of workload and productivity the staffing requests 
for CPO are justified. 

• However, the workload is based on maximum estimates of block grant 
applications, which CVAD staff does not concur with. Also, HUD estimates 
do not take into account reduced program levels for 701 planning in 1976. 

• Pending policy decisions on land use and planning assistance consolidation 
could dictate changes in 701 staffing in the future. 

OMB Staff Recommendation - On the basis of better information, we recom
mend restoring 45 FTP positions cut by the Presidential allowance but not 
the full 90 posit1ons as proposed by HUD. 

FHEO Staffing 

• HUD is appealing for its full 1976 request for FHEO staff. 

HUD's claim is based on a workload estimate from current annualized 
activity. 

Information from the same period in 1974 would have overestimated actual 
1974· activity by 25%. 

HUD and CVAD staff can find no agreement on 1976 workload estimates for 
FHEO activity. 

OMB Staff Recommendation - We recommend 465 FTP positions for FHEO, 
5 above the Presicential allowance, 27 below the HUD appeal. 

HM and PDR Staffing 

• HUD did not make specific appeals of the Presidential allm ... ances for 
these two areas, which were below the original 1976 HUD requests. 

Departmental Summary 

CVAD staff analysis of the HUD appeal yields an FTP level of 14,829 and 2,221 
other positions for a total of 17,050 in 1975. HUD FTP staffing is· currently 
very close to this 1975 level. This would be an addition of 100 temporary 
positions over the Presidential allowance for 1975. Analysis of the appeal 
yields 15,287 FTP and 1,974 other positions for a total of 17,261 in 1976. 
This would be 458 FTP positions and 100 temporary positions above the Presi
dential allowance. These are the staffing estimates resulting from CVAD 
workload estimates. 



These estimates would lead to a sawtooth effect in FTP levels for HUD, 
however--15,021 on board at the end of 1974, a 14,829 ceiling in 1975, and 
a 15,287 ceiling in 1976. This effect is bad for HUD staff morale and is 
opposed by the Secretary. An alternative to eliminate this effect would 
be to maintain an FTP ceiling of 15,021 in 1975 and eliminate the 100 
temporary positions added. The result would be an FTP of 15,021 and 2,121 
other positions for a total of 17,142 in 1975. This alternative level would 
allow HUD to hire around 200 more FTP staff than is currently on board. 



• 

Counseling Services ~ 
1974 1975 1976 

Budget Impact BA 0 BA 0 BA 0 

Presidential Allowance •••.•••••••••• 
HUD Appea 1 .........••.•.••.••••••••• 2 .5 2 2.5 
OMB Recommendation .••••••••••••••••• 

Presidential Allowance: Do not initiate a new Counseling program, but 
continue an experimental counseling activity in the Research program. 

HUD Appeal: Initiate a $2 million Counseling program in 1976. 

HUD Arguments 

The 1974 Housing Act mandates counseling services for Section 235 
homebuyers. 

. A HUD evaluation study provides data which concludes that default and 
delinquency counseling is cost-effective. HUD estimates that foreclosures 
under the FHA Fund could be reduced by some $36.5 million in the long term. 

Increasing defaults in the Section 235 program, because of current economic 
conditions, may cause congressional pressure for this program to grow. 

OMB Comments 

• A description of the proposed Counseling program has never been provided 
to OMB. 

• Counseling services required to meet the congressional mandate can be met 
within the Experimental Research Program. 

• The same HUD evaluation study cited by the Secretary indicates that 
counseling is not cost-effective from the Treasury's standpoint if 
authority is not rolled over (Note: Authority to use recaptured 
authority will lapse during the second month of FY 1976.). 

In any event, the evaluation study does not provide reliable evidence 
of counseling's efficacy; in fact, the study itself states that the 
conclusions "should be viewed with caution." 

---=---
Although the findings are statistically significant at the 90% level 
of confidence, the sample included only four cities and, thus, was 
not representative of a national universe; 

Moreover, in two of the four cities, no positive benefits resulting 
from counseling could be found; 

The study measured only th~ kind of counseling provided in those 
four cities for a short span of time; 



Persons who refused counseling, or could not be reached, were 
more successful in overcoming defaults than those counseled 
~other words, the study may tel~ us.more about the referral 
process than it does about counsel1ng 1tself). 
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For the very reasons cited by the Secretary, the Congress is likely to 
increase any Administration budget request for Counseling. 

Initiation of a HUD-funded identifiable Counseling program {regardless 
of whether or not it is a new categorical or part of "23s••) will make 
a new group of agencies dependent upon Federal money. Weaning them 
will be as succe$sful as it has been in 701, Public Housing, and social 
services. 

OMB Recommendation: OMB staff believes that the findings of the evaluation 
study can only be applied to those cities (in fact, only two of the four 
cities) included in that study. HUD recognizes the weaknesses of that 
effort and has initiated an extended study to improve the reliability of 
the data. Even if this study had been conclusive, history would argue 
against the initiation of a new program to meet a very limited, short-term 
need. Once started, Federal programs tend to grow and be maintained long 
after the original purpose has been met. We recommend that HUD design the 
Experiemental Counseling Program in a fashion that fulfills the congressional 
mandate. 



liiE SECRETARY OF HOUSING AND URfJAN DEVELOPMENT 

WASHINGTON, D. C .. £Q,1JO 

The P!"esident 
The ~Jhite House 
Washin~ton, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

DEC 11 1974 

Consistent with the direction you have given on a number of occasions, 
and in keeping \'lith my own role as a participant in the events leading 
to our recent Conference on Inflation, this Department's 1976 budget 
request was developed with one overriding constraint in mind: that 
outlays and staffing must be and will be held to an absolute min·imum. 

To a great extent the passage of the Housing and Community Development 
Act of 1974 and certain other steps that are being taken to revitalize ~ 
the nation's badly depressed housing industry create strong pressures 
that tend to move us in the opposite direction. Nevertheless, in rny 
judgment we were largely successful in striking a sound balance between 
program stability and political viability on one hand, and budgetary 
restraint on the other. 

We have now been advised by representatives from the Office of Management 
and Budget of the outcome of their discussions with you relative to our 
budget request. Because I believe so strongly in the importance of our 
mutual goal of controlling federal expenditures, I will not appeal the 
largest and perhaps the most sensitive cut made in this budget - a further 
reduction of $150 million in our $2.7 billion request for community 
development block grants in fiscal year 1976. As you know, the legislation 
you signed in A~gust authorized a funding level of $3.0 billion for the 
second year. As you also know, our communities and states are having 
their own severe budget problems. However, I believe the Administration 
can handle the predictable adverse Congressional reaction on the grounds 
of fiscal responsibility. In short, there is a significant benefit that 
makes this battle worthwhile. 

On the other hand, a number of issues· remain that jre relatively 
insignificant in terms of our 1976 budget request--$21 million in tota] 
above the orvJB recommendat i ens--but extremely si gni fi cant from a programmatic 
or a political point of vievL In somr. cases, the position recommended by 
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OMB runs an unacceptably high risk of prov6king Con~ressional action 
\vhich will mandate rnuch higher program levels than would othenvise have 
been acceptable, thereby turning a relatively minor item into a major 
budgetary problem. Thus I have no choice but to appeal such items 
directly to you. 

The individual items are described in more detail in the attachments to 
this letter. 

Jictfully, . . ·. /.J 
~p 

;,r ..- f\ I f\p--
L}~unes T. Lynn 

Attachments: 

A. Staffing 
B. New Communities Guarantees 
C. Research and Technology 
D. Community Development Loan Guarantees 
E. Comprehensive Planning Grants (Section 701) 
F. Counseling Services 
G. Actuarial Soundness of FHA Mortgage Insurance ~rograms 
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OMB has recommended a cut in llUD staffing in both 1975 and 1916: 

197 5 •.•.••••.• 
19 7 6 • • • ·.-. ~---; • • • 

Budget 
Submission 

15,356 
15,656 

orm Redi.Iction 

-527 
-827 

mm Reduction In 
Budget 

Autl]~-~-~_!:.Y _9ut-'-l0.Y..:~ 
(Dollars in Millions) 

$-2.7 
$ -1.9 
- 12.2 

The Of·ffi reduction \·ms based, primarily, on ONB re-estimates of the DC>part
ment's workload in three major areas: 

1. _fHA A_p_pl_ications. 'lbe staff numbers are based substantially upon 
\vorkload resulting from the receipt of FHA insurance applications. 
From a peak of over 1,490,000 applications in 1971, the volume of 
\·lOrk declined substantially. HUD has attempted to adjust its overall 
staff levels to reflect this declining, volume. In fact, in the 
current budget submission alone, a further cut of 425 positions was 
made from the FY75 level submitted .to Congress~ Reductions below this 
level will give further support to those who. argue that FHA is being 
undermined and ought to be made a separate agency outside of HUD. 
The data on unit application receipts follow: 

OMB Re-estimate ...••••..•.••..•. 
Current I-IUD estimate .••.•...•.•• 

1975 

550,000 
640,000 1 

]_,Exclusive of property deficiency claims. 

1976 

800,000 
833,000 1 

The levels estimated by the ONE Here developed based upon activity in 
July and August prior to. the increase in FHA mortgage amounts effective 
August 22, 1974. Those data are clearly out of date. The current 
annualized rate of activity is only slightly belmv the current estimate 
of full year activity for 1975, verifying llUD's 1975 estimate. HUD's 
current 1976 estimate is based on a conservative econoudc analysis of 
likely activity. 

Although HUD 1 s current estimate of FHA applications is lmver than the 
original estimate and woul~ dictate a staffing reduction of about 200 
positions, HUD 1 s original estimates did no't include uorl~loacl· resulting 
from a provision in the ne>v. legislation requiring t11e processing of an 
estimated 110,000 claims for property deficiencies. This will require 
about 200 FilA employees and balance out the reduced estimate in 
application workload. 
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2. ]~_C]_~t] ___ O_EJ.~?.:!::.~~Qji.)..:_. Staffing in this area is based on the numbc;rs of 
complaints processed nncl rcvieHs initiaU!cl. o:t·m doc:3 not dispute 
the HUD \vorkload factor· pe::r complaint nnd rcvicH. The clat<l follmv: 

Complaints: 
Executive Order 11246 .•.•.• 
Title VIII ................ . 
'].:itle VI .................. . 

Total Cmnplaints •....... 

Affin:1ative Harkct:Lng RsvieHs 

mm 
Re-Ec;timaLe 

150 
2,8"/2 

250 ---·---
3,272 

NL\ 

Current 
HTJD 

Estinwtc 

235 
3,835 

500 ---
4,570 

300 

Based upon October information, the current annualized rate of total 
complc~:Lnt <.:ct.iv_i_ty is 3, 80l1. The mm re-estimate for 1976 \Wuld have 
us shO\·ling a 19 76 Horkloe>.cl ~"s timate .1-J-~1~"' the current rate. The 
increase over the current rate projected by HUD for 1976 is based 
upon historical trends. 

OHB did not indicate \-/hat level of affirmative marketing revicvs they 
felt was proper--only that the estimated level--a 140 percent increase 
over 1971-t--uas too high. The reviews, hmvever~ \vould cover, on a spot
check basis, less than 10 percent of approvec;l plans-a minimal level of 
enforcement in fair housing. 

3. Comm.'~.Q.~_ty _ _l'l8]~~:01_g~t1d D?.~ls:rment. The issue revolves around \vorkload 
in three areas--environmental rcvie,vs, planning and management, and 
relocation. OMB, while not presenting their re-estimates, questions 
the need for continuing the current staffing levels. 

Environment 

Special clearances and environmental impact 
statements (EIS) .•......•...•..•.••.•.•.••• 

Abbreviated application revieHs under new 
Block Gr::~nt program ...•.•..........•..•••. 

Grantees assisted and programs monitored 
under new Block Grant program ..•.•........ 

Total Workload .••.••..••......•.• 

197l~ 

2,670 

-----
2,670 ' 

1975 1976 

3,082 2,702 

3,200 3, Lf50 

375 _lJ)_9.Q ----
6,657 7,152 
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Number of applications, programs·monitorcd, 
and programs C<llnplcte.d .••.•...•..• : .••..... · 2, 314 2,546 

Relocati.on 

Rev ie'N act 1ons ............................. . 1,000 3,500 

Cities monitored .....•........•.......•..•. 1,623 1, 373 

It is essential that the administration of the ne\v Block Grant program 
be carried out properly or it will los~ support •. The above figures 
shoH that \Wrkload \·iill incre.ase substantially in the areas cited. by 
mm. This is 0112 of th2 factor~:; that led to our Rppeal last 
September for an even higher level than that currently set forth in 
our budget request. To further reduce the level would seriously 
impair our ability to F,<:,et our commitnents and r;;aintain the conficlenr:e 
of the Act's supporters. 



The budget would expressly provide thnt approval nf aJditlnnal new 
co.l;:,un Lty ~U::H<tnLee cotnnu-n~L1ts :i.s being suspended dur.i nr, 1976 . 

'fhc Jeycls of guarantt~e co;~::ni tments under consideration are: 

New Guarantee Commitments : 
Authorized n umber . ..... . 
A"lOHnt ... .. ... . .... .. .. . 

Ar.1cndcd Co~·mi trr.ent s ...... . 
Out l ays ..•...........•.... 

1 
$32 . 0 
$11 .0 

IlUD 
Es L.i1:-atc J:s tJ T:'a te 

197.'i 1976 
----(Do.lla"1-=$:G~ 

2 
$85 . 0 

$32.0 $20 .0 

* ;'-: 

Rc>.nge of 
o~u Currc'Il•: 
F.:trk Estiru.tc --- -------

Hillions) 

0- 1 
$0-$50.6 

$20.0 $20.0 
'/; * 

;':TJ~2re are n o di rcct budget out lay impacts from the guarantee com;nitments. 
ruturc outlay :Lnpacts are difficult to estir'·~tc . Al thouz,h the rules 
p r ov i.de that the guarantee is t o be cover ed l JlO% in asset value , it is 
tmpossible to LnoH Hhat potential losse:.; Hot.. 2 . 

1. There Hill b e significant leg:=tl pro1
'_ _ in addition to moral 

ones, i n suspending t1w. pror;ram v7hen applicm ·,, dave invested significant 
sums--ranging from $500,000 to $1,000,000 in planning costs, exclusive of 
l and assembly costs--in expectation of participation in the HUD program 
a nd in rel iance on HUD ' s preliminary revie\vS and approvals. He believe that 
the federal govarncent could ~void t he potent i al charges of rcn2ging or bad 
f aith b y preserving the possibility for up to t Ho new approvals i n the 
budgP.t . 

2 . The act-Lon 'wuld prolJably be construed as a " suspenslon"--and 
the forerunner of l:errl\ination. Such action ':ould severrly binder current 
actions of the Jkpartm0nt to negotiate Hit:h Cl\-Jnf i'S, developers .:md fino.Pci nl 
in.;titutions to provide adcU tio!lal finnncifll assil:;tance to projects having 
severe financi;tl clifficulticH. Banks and potenLial investors would believe 
t'hat IlUD ha~; "he i.lcd out" of the pro;:;rar.t and Lhus be C'YU·c·mc~] y rr- l uct[tnt 
to make adcUtion~!l financial commitm·nl:s to these projc'cl~; . • Therefore, 
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a sus pens .ion Houlc1 ~_::_·2~:~~~-i_;-_Ll}::c_L_l!S.I.~~::'f>_c __ t:l_l'~-E(~l_~r_;~I _gr~:"'_':'_t_l'~r:1'2I_l_~~s 
fin3ncinl risk of loss with resoect to tltc outstanrlln~ $337 million. 
-------------------------------------------~--..!--~--------------------------"-----.-!------------

3. Over the past eighteen months or so, the Department has 
taken action to subject applications to more stringent and rigorous 
criteria. The six projects remaining in the application pipeline 
remain after a major purging of the pipeline during 1974. These 
remaining projects will be subjected to a continuing rigorous review 
and refinement process to insure financial viability, rnanagment 
capability and potential to achieve th~ statutory and regulatory 
o bj ec tive_s. As -~--~-e~t~l t~~-L_tJ~!'- ti_gh t c_l1}:n~3~~______QaVL~~J'-Cl:C_'_~_y_~!L_!__1__'2_ full_ 
~pplic~ti~'1s over ____ tlte ~~s~~_l___I~:~~_=!_tj_ts ,.__Qp.y_it i~~t:t_l-U~:c:ly_ t1~1.t __ ~!_l._.'[ 
a PJ_:_~L_s=_"-t__S_~(J ~~~j_~_l:" _ _:3 s;n if i_ c ~~~t:__g_t~:"~ ant e_~_fll'l?_ll!:._!::__§ __ yri 1_}:_ _1?_~ __ !" c~ c_r:__iv ecl_J_l?:_ 
t }1~:.._.~-=:_:~: f~h~-~-·2_~.:_ \' c ,~: 1_~" 

4. A total suspension, rather than administrative tightening with 
concurrent reductions in activity, is more likel~ to generate _2!:5tnd:::_~ing 
since such important members of Congress as Reps. Horton, Conable, Hahon 
and Ashley and Sens. Humphrey, Taft, To·;v2r and HcClellan consider this 
program to be a key part of HUD activity. 



The Orm proposed a 1976 program level of $65 million as opposed to the 
Department's request of $75 million. A deferral notice proposing to 
defer $8 millie~ of the 1975 appropriation to 1976 has also recently 
been ~tilimitted to the~Congress. 

Budgc:t Impact.~-

Actual 
1974 

Estimate 
1975. 

Dept. 
Request 

1976 
OHB 
Mark 

(Dollr:rs in Thousands) 

Program level ..... $60,743 

Budget authority.. 65,000 

Outlays .••.......• 58,382 

$57,507 !::_1 

65,000 

56,000 

$75,000 $65,000 

75,000 57,000 

71,000 58,000 

E./ Originally budgeted at $65,507 prior to. the recel).t decision to 
defer $8 million. 

E_/ Assumes approval of $8 million deferred from 1975. 

1. The Secretary wishes'to do research on: 

$75,000 

67,ooo !!_I 

66,000 

--Nortgage credit and understanding basic housing production and 
financing. 

--Non-financial assistance for consumers in the housing market. 
--Improve management of communities. 

ONB has requested research, also, on: 

--Operating subsidies for local housing authorities. 
--A revieH of mortgage insurance activities. 

The Congress has directed that research be carried out in: 

--Lead based paint hazards. 
--1-1ob:Lle home safety and standarus. 
-.,.Condominiums. 
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In addition, the Congrcs::; ho.s mand2tccl GStahli.sl!r.lent of the 
National Institute of Building Science (NitS) and a solar 
energy research progrrun. To avoid a supplemental appropriation, 
it may be possible in 1976 to use a relatively small amount of 
research funds to initiate these activities and still comply 
with the Congressional mandates. 

2. About $·48. 5 million 1wuld be needed in 1976 just to continue 
ongoing research programs and carry out the Congressionally 
mandated research. 

The OHB recOI:wnendat ion I·?Ollld leave $16.5 million to cnrry out 
the other research activities described above. The Congress has 
never allowed the full bud3et request, and there is no reason to 
believe that it Hill not again ~ut the estimate by $5 milljon to 
$10 million. Such a reduction from the OMB figure would further 
leave only $5-$10 million for all new items in point 1 above. 

3. We have been advised that other agencies with comparable social 
research programs did not sustain cutbacks as severe as that 
recommended for HUD. n1'1B should justify this disproportionate 
treatment on the basis of cost effectiveness. 



The legislation authorizing the nei-l Comrnunity Development blocl( r;rant program 
includes a provision authorizing loan guarantees for land acquisition. 

OJ:·JB has proposed that the fiscal Year 1976 Budget reflect an administrative 
suspension of this provision. 

Budr;et Impact 

There are no budget savings resulting_ from an administrative suspension of the 
·.loan guarantee provision. 

I 

Department Posit~~ 

1. Traditionally, the urban rene1·1al program allo1·7ed cor:u:mnit:i.es to 
borrm·i to finance land acquisition under their projects, such borroHings 
to be repaid through proceeds from land sales and Federal grants. 

2. In the shift from the categorical urban reneHal program to the ne'v 
block grant program, legislative support by the U.S. Conference of 
Mayors/Nati6nal League of Cities was conditioned upon retention of 
some direct loan or loan guarantee p~ogram. 

e 3. HUD, Hith arm's knoHledge and consent, negotiated the loan prOVlSlCn 
in the ne1v legislation Hith a specially designated representative of 
the Conference/League. These negotiations achieved a loan provision 
v7hich minimizes budget outlays because --

it is a guarantee program, not a direct loan program. 

it is likely to be little used because 

local credit must be pledged. 

Federal appropriations (block grants) must be available, and 
are made only on an annual basis. 

project financing activity must be carried out by the community, 
not through HUD as has been the case in the past. 

the Rep. Gonzales provision, prohibiting benefits to private 
developers,.has the practical effect of nullifying the 
operability of the provision. 

4. If the loan guarantee provision is suspended, we will not have kept our 
word and Congress may well find a way to make the provision operable. 



J\ttncllnH'nt E ---·----

OMB proposes a program level of $50 million for each of fiscal years 1975 
and 1976. -The 1976 level would be funded utilizing carryover 1~75 funds 
of $50 million from amounts deferred during the current fiscal year. A 
deferral message for 1975 has been submitted to the Congress. 

Budget Impact 

Dept. 
1974 1975 Request OMB 

Actual Estimate 1976 Hark ~al 
(Dollars in :t-Iillions_) ___ 

Program level ............ $75.0 $50. Oo': $150.0 $50.0 Open 

Budget authority .••••..•• 75.0 100.0 150.0 .Open 

Outlays . ................. 101.3 110.0* 115.0 60.0 Open 

*Represents revised program level and butlay estimates based on proposed 
deferral of $50 million of FY 1975 budget authority. 

~ Department Appeal 

The Department recommends that the 1976 program level remain open p_ending 
decisions on Federal land _use policy and the consolidation of-Federal planning 
·assistance programs. 

1. We expect a decision to be made prior to the State of the Union Message 
and the submission of the Budget to the Congress on either land use 
policy, planning program consolidations, or both. Since the 701 pro
gram can take in land use planning or provide the core for a consol
idation, the budget amount should be left open until the policy decisions 
are made. 

2. The Administration has argued that the Section 701 comprehensive 
planning program ~·muld be in addition to the benefits provjded 
under the Community Development Block Grant program of the neH 1974 
Act. Indeed, the Administration has indicate~ that 701 funds could 
be used to prepare applicants for the ne\v Coimnuni ty Development Block 
Grant program. To shmv- a reduced program level nmv- \\!Oulcl open the 
Administration--and validly so---to the argument that \·7hat vle give 
With the right hand, He take m;ay Hith the left hand--a common 
criticism with respect to general revenue sharing.• 

3. The reduction would require cut-backs in planning activities of 
grantees covering such areas ris the dealing with the impact of 
Federal base closings, state and local planning for energy conservation, 
and improved state and local government management. 



Counselino Scrvicus --------~ ~.:.w.-________ ,__ __ _ 

Tlte appropriation to fund defnult and delinquency counseling services to 
ho;n.2o1-1ncrs subsidized under the Section 235 Homcmvnershii?. Assistance Program 
\·muld not be allo\ved. 

Budget Impact 

Program level and 
budget authority .. 

Actual 
197~ 

Outlays ...•••....... $1.5 

Department Appeal 

Estimate Request OMB 
1975 . 1976 Mark 

(Dollars in Millions) 

$2.0 

. 5 

Appeal 

The Department's request 
$2.0 uould represent potential 

long term cost savings 
.5 of $36.5 million . 

The Department proposes to implement a small $2 million program in 1976 pursuant 
to the HUD Act of 1968 as amended by 1974 legislation Hhich !:1andate~ counseling 
in the Section 235 program. 

The benefits of such a program Hould be: 

--A potential cost savings of some $36.5 million, on the basis of a BUD cost
effectiveness study, since foreclosures under the FHA insurance fund would 
be reduced. 

--A counseling program Hould serve to reduce or ~liminate Congressional 
criticism for not having a program -the lack of counseling, it is charged, 
l18S one of reasons for the failure of the subsidized housing programs. 

mm proposes that the program not be implemented because: 

--Information currently available on the effectiveness of counselin3 is 
inadequate to justify a new categorical program. 

--:-As no new commitments are being made under Section 235, some alternative 
means of providing counseling must be developed. 

Apart from the problem· that 1-1e have not been :informed Hhnt information is 
inadequate, the Department questions OMB's assumptions and r~asons because: 

1. The data 1ve do have is reasonably reliable to shaH the, cost effectiveness 
of default and delinquency counseling. 

e 2.- The pro~ram is no~. a neH categorical program, o:, suggested by mm, but, as 
default and delinquency connseling as distinguished from prepurchase 
counseling, it is an activity to cut mnssive losses in cxlst:ing programs 

whether or no·t any neH Section 235 commitments are made. 
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3. The couns2ling program deals directly with losses due to foreclosures 
and payments, ~iliich otherwis~ are uncontrollable. OMB is ignoring its 
own admonitions to Dc~partrnents to take steps to deal ~vith the mounting 
~evel of uncontrollable outlays. 

4. Moreover, Congressional pressure Hill grmv for this program in view 
of increasing defaults because of current economic conditions . 



ONB apparently proposes that the FY 1976 budget reflect a decision that all 
FHA mortgage insurance programs will be carried out on an actuarially sound 
basis and that premiums Hill be adjusted accordingly. 

Budget Impact 

There Hould be no impact on budget outlays in FY 1975 and only a relatively 
minor impact in FY 1976. 

1. The Department is actively pu:r:suing studies to ascertain the potential 
soundness of an actuarial rate structure on each program in tlc four 
Fl-IA funds. ,.;e anticipate that the results of these studies Hould be 
available by the end of the fiscal year. It is highly premature to 
insist that such structure be impler:tE~nted at once and reflected in the 
1976 budget. 

2. He do not knoH fully Hhat OHB has in mind. He do knoH that all the 
complex issues that Hould be involved in such a decision have not been 
assessed as of this point in time. For example, it is quite possible 
that legislation \:ould be required in sane cas~s since the prewium rates 
could exceed existing statutory limitations. 

3. Such an announcement should be made outside of the context of the 
Federal budget, and then only after it has been carefully revie\ofed \d th 
interested parties in the private sector as well as in Congress. 





THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: :~~p:::s of 1976 Presidential Budget 
Decisions 

The Environmental Protection Agency has appealed five 
Presidential decisions on the 1976 Budget. Administrator Train's 
letter is attached at Tab A. The five issues for your 
consideration are summarized below. 

I. State Control Agency Grants 

These grants partially fund the administrative expenses 
of State pollution control agencies. The initial 
Presidential decision was to maintain a level of $91 million 
for grants to State agencies for both 1975 and 1976. 
(This would be accomplished by deferring the FY 1975 
Congressional increase of $10 million, and providing 
$81 million in new budget authority in FY 1976.) 

EPA requests $109 million for FY 1976, an increase of 
$18 million from the FY 1975 President's Budget level of 
$91 million, and $8 million over the anticipated 1975 
appropriation of $101 million. EPA wants to increase 
the program because it believes the grants will induce 
States to assume or continue to perform tasks under laws 
that EPA would otherwise have to perform. There is strong 
constituent and Congressional support for EPA's position. 

The FY 1975 budget decision included a publicly announced 
plan to begin phasing out the grants in FY 1976 in 
furtherance of New Federalism principles. Our position 
has been that direct payments by a Federal agency to its 
counterparts at the State and local levels bypasses elected 
officials with the consequence that non-Federal employees 
become more responsive to the policy control of the 
Federal Government than they do to the policy control of 
State and local governments. Your $300 billion 1975 budget 
plan proposes to defer the $10 million Congressional 
addition for control agency grants. The Presidential 



decision to hold the FY 1976 grants at the same $91 million 
level represents a fallback from the phase-out position. 

Agency Recommendatio 

OMB Recommendation: 

II. Construction Grants 

A. Program Allotment Level - The initial Presidential 
decision was an allotment of $4 billion. EPA requests 
an allotment of $5 billion, with an announcement of 
a five-year, $25 billion program. EPA claims that 
their request is consistent with what Congress is 
likely to enact, and that it is necessary for 
securing passage of legislative reforms. 

A $5 billion allotment level, however, is not justified 
because of the large $5.4 billion unobligated balance, 
and also because it would commit the Administration 
to this program level in future years. Moreover, 
a $4 billion allotment level will provide bargaining 
leverage for moving the legislative reforms through 
the Congress. 

Agency Recommendation: $5 billion 

OMB Recommendation~llion (Reaffirm initial 
~sidential decision) 
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B. Reimbursable Payments for Past Construction Projects -
The Presidential decision was to deny the agency's 
request for an additional $700 million to reimburse 
municipalities for projects built prior to the passage 
of the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act 
Amendments. Administrator Train is appealing this 
decision on the grounds that it will have adverse 
impacts on State and local governments. However, 
$1.9 billion already has been appropriated for this 
purpose, and would have fulfilled executive branch 
commitments if Congress had not changed the distribution 
formula in December, 1973. OMB's view is thatthe 



nearly $2 billion already appropriated for this 
purpose is sufficient. Funds for reimbursement, 
as opposed to construction grant allotments, 
will not provide for new facilities, or contribute 
to improvement of water quality. On the other 
hand, if Congress should add funds to the budget 
OMB would not object. 
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Agency Recommendatio~. $ 0 million 

OMB Recommendation: $0 (R affirm initial 
de sion} 

Presidential 

III. Areawide Waste Treatment Planning Grants 

These grants provide 100 percent Federal funding for 
regional waste management plans. The initial Presidential 
decision was to provide $15 million for this program with 
50-50 cost sharing. EPA requests $75 million with 
retention of 100 percent Federal funding. EPA claims 
that $75 million is necessary to provide funds for 
critical areas, and that 100 percent Federal funding 
is necessary to induce localities to undertake this 
planning. $150 million has already been provided for 
this program which should be sufficient to fund high 
priority areas if properly allocated. The benefits 
of this program are questionable, especially if 
localities are unwilling to provide any matching funds. 

Agency Recommendation: $75 million (100 percent Federal 
funding} 

OMB Recommendation: $15 million (50-50 cost sharing} 
(Reaffirm initial Presidential decision} 

IV. Land Use 

EPA has indicated that many of its programs have direct 
implications on land-use. Therefore, the agency feels 
that it is imperative that EPA establish a small staff 
office within the Office of the Administrator to 
coordinate the agency's policies and activities impacting 
on land use. 



The Administration's position has been that, pending 
the establishment of a national land use policy, a 
visible Office of Land Use may conflict with the 
Administration's final position and could affect 
the ultimate outcome of proposed legislation. 
Specifically, the creation of the office could be 
perceived by the Congress, and the public, as an 
Administration policy of designating EPA as the 
agency with primary responsibility for land-use. 
This, in turn, might provide EPA with additional 
support to impress the Congress and the public with 
a need to regulate land on the basis of environmental 
criteria. 

Agency Recommendation: Create the Office of Land Use 

OMB Recommendation: The Administrator of EPA should be 
permitted to hire the one individual 
currently under consideration. 
However, no additional staff should 
be permitted and no separate, 
identifiable Office of Land Use 
should be established. 

V. Water Supply 

Administrator Train is seeking commitment for a FY 1975 
Supplemental Request and a FY 1976 Budget Amendment 
for implementation of the new Safe Drinking Water Act. 
In discussions with Mr. Train, I have emphasized that a 
FY 1975 Supplemental is unnecessary, as full implementation 
of the law will take place over a period of several years. 
An allowance has been made of 30 positions and $2 million 
in the FY 1976 budget in addition to the present program 
of 173 positions and $8.2 million. 

Agency Recommendation: Commitment for a FY 1975 Supplemental 
Request 

OMB Recommendation: Make no commitment; present resources 
are sufficient 

4 



UNITED STATES ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20460 

OEC 18 197 
THE ADMINISTRATOR 

Dear Mr. President: 

At the forthcoming meeting with you on our FY 1976 budget, I would 
like to discuss the following five items: 

1. State Pollution Control Agency Grants: 

State and local agencies bear a major and increasing 
responsibility for meeting Federally mandated requirements 
in the air and water pollution control and abatement programs. 
Recognizing that these are Federal responsibilities, States 
are unwilling to assume them unless a substantial portion of 
the cost is defrayed by the Federal Government. If not assumed 
at the State and local level, the responsibilities by law must 
be assumed by EPA, in which case the resource requirements of 
EPA would increase dramatically. 

It is my firm conviction that if we are to obtain a 
standing commitment by the States to assume these Federal 
responsibilities, the Administration must make an expressed 
commitment not to phase-out the program. Secondly, I believe 
an increase of $18 million in financial support of these 
agencies is needed. This is only 50% of the increase we 
believe is fully justified based on workload. Further, it 
would represent only a very modest increase in budget 
authority over that provided by the Congress in FY 1975, 
rather than a decrease of about $10 million now proposed. 
While a small increment, it would signal the Administration's 
support of State efforts and the desire for a productive 
Federal-State relationship in achieving key environmental 
goals. 

2. Construction Grants: 

I believe that the proposal I made for a 5-year $25 billion 
waste treatment grant program is realistic and consistent with 
what Congress is likely to enact. If $4 billion is made avail
able for FY 1976 only, I believe that program reforms stand 
little chance for enactment since Congress will want to deal 
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with both a financing program as well as programmatic changes. 
Even if program reforms are transmitted this year, I cannot 
agree with the recommendations made by OMB. We are working 
closely with the Congressional Committees, State and local 
governments and other groups to develop program reforms that 
would reduce the total Federal commitment with minimal dis
ruption. I believe this process can lead to a sensible waste 
treatment program whether it is submitted this year or next. 

Although the recommendation to suspend funding of 
further reimbursables would not adversely impact EPA's 
program, communities across the country have been led to 
believe these funds would be made available soon. It is 
important that we discuss this action in terms of its impact 
on State and local governments. 

3. Area-wide Waste Treatment Management Planning Grants: 

These grants to local agencies are a means of evaluating 
all sources of water pollution in a given area and developing 
a cost-effective plan for dealing with the total pollution 
problem. This program represents the only meaningful tool 
at our disposal to control non-point sources (e.g. sediment, 
pesticide run-off). Our currently authorized funds have 
allowed us to make grants to only about one-third of all 
areas requiring this type of planning effort, and only four
teen of the 25 largest cities. For FY 1975, the budget 
provides for a program of $120 million. I propose $75 
million be allowed for this program in FY 1976 to provide 
support to an additional 66 areas, including 5 more large 
cities. 

4.. Land Use: 

I have announced the creation of a small staff office 
to coordinate Agency policy. and plans for those EPA activities 
impacting on land use. Since many of our programs have direct 
implications for land use, it is imperative that I be in a 
position to deal with this issue in an integrated, unified 
manner. We are not requesting additional funds or positions 
for this purpose. 

5. Water Supply: 

I am most pleased with your signing of the water· supply 
bill. As you know, there is a great deal of interest in this 
legislation and its implementation. At the present time, 
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EPA has but token resources available for undertaking this 
new responsibility and I anticipate the immediate need for 
substantial increases to permit adequate follow-through at 
both the Federal and State levels. We will shortly trans
mit a specific request to OMB, but I want to bring the matter 
to your attention at this time. 

I look forward to meeting with you to discuss the above items in 
greater detail. 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D. C. 20500 

ctfully, 



TALKING POINTS FOR A MEETING WITH 
ADMINISTRATOR TRAIN ON THE FY 1976 EPA BUDGET 

1. Control Agency Grants 

FY 1976 level is $91.5 million ($10 million to 
be deferred into FY 1976 from FY 1975 
Congressional increase; $81.5 million new budget 
authority in FY 1976). 

The agency wants to increase this by $36 million. 

In FY 1975 allowance letter, OMB stated these 
grants were to begin to be phased-out in FY 1976. 

The agency states that if these grants are 
reduced, EPA will not be able to induce State 
governments to accept increased delegation of 
administrative tasks. 

OMB Position: Program grants represent a 
mechan1sm to funnel funds from a Federal agency 
to its counterpart at the local level, bypassing 
elected officials. If program grants are 
reduced, some tasks will not be performed. The 
likelihood of a Federal takeover of local and 
State functions is minimal. 

2. Construction Grants 

A. Allotment Level 

$4 billion is planned for allotment in FY 1976. 

$2, $3, and $4 billion was allotted in fiscal 
years 1973, 1974, and 1975 respectively. 

The agency wants the FY 1976 allotment increased 
from $4 billion to $5 billion arguing that we 
need a $5 billion program as a "sweetener" for 
legislative program reforms. 

OMB Position: $1 billion more in FY 1976 
allotment 1s not the determing factor in getting 
program reform legislation through the Congress, 
and probably more than the agency and the 
pollution abatement construction industry can 
handle efficiently in any event. 
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B. Reimbursable Payments 

$1.9 billion has been appropriated for 
reimbursements; this amount would have been 
sufficient to cover executive branch commitments; 
however, Congress changed the allocation 
formula creating new requirements. 

EPA is requesting an additional $700 million to 
provide payments under the new allocation 
system. 

OMB Position: 

With total payments of $1.9 billion, States 
and municipalities will not be adversely 
impacted. 

Reimbursement payments do not result in 
new construction activity, nor do they 
contribute to improvements in water 
quality. 

If Congress should add additional 
appropriations for reimbursements, the 
Administration would not object. 

3. Planning Grants (Section 208 Water Act) 

The Act authorizes grants to local and State 
agencies for the purpose of preparing 
comprehensive plans for the treatment of 
wastewater generated in contiguous political 
jurisdictions. 

In FY 1975, the Act provided $150 million in 
contract authority for the development of 
areawide plans. This amount is in addition 
to the planning funds provided through the 
construction grant program. 

Unlike the contract authority provided for 
sewage treatment plants, we had no legal 
basis for withholding these funds. Consequently, 
planned obligations in FY 1975 are $120 million 
with a Federal share of 100 percent, which 
reduces to 75 percent in FY 1976. 



The agency wants an additional $7S million in 
FY 1976, with retention of 100 percent Federal 
funding. 

OMB Position: 
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Nearly $1SO million will have been obligated 
in fiscal years 1974 and 197S with 100 percent 
Federal funding. The most critical areas 
would be funded if priority system were adopted. 

EPA already funds wastewater treatment planning 
with construction grants, and funds statewide 
non-point source planning through control agency 
grants. 

A major thrust of these plans is in land-use 
planning. The Administration has not yet 
decided on agency roles in land-use planning. 

Recommend $1S million at SO-SO cost sharing to 
fund any remaining critical areas. 

S. Safe Drinking Water 

$2 million and 30 positions have been added to 
the FY 1976 budget request to meet the requirements 
generated by the new law. 

The above increase is in addition to EPA base 
program of 173 positions and $8.2 million. 

The agency has stated that it needs a supplemental 
in FY 197S and will probably press for a firm 
commitment to send a supplemental after they have 
reviewed their resource requirements. 

OMB Position: 

No commitment should be made to send supplemental. 

A strong signal should be given that this is 
not the year for supplementals, particularly 
for bills with which we had problems. 

EPA should also be told that we aren't interested 
in financing Federal enforcement efforts without 
first giving local governments time to act. 



4. Land-Use 

Previous to EPA's FY 1976 budget submission, 
Administrator Train announced that he was 
establishing a land-use policy office in his 
immediate office. 

OMB passback stated that he could hire the one 
person he was planning to make the head of the 
office, but (1) he was not to expand the staff 
and (2) he was not to set up a separate office 
pending an Administration position on agency 
roles in land-use planning. 

Administrator Train believes he needs one central 
office to coordinate various EPA programs and that 
OMB is meddling at too low a level. 

OMB Position: Hire one person if there is an 
outstanding commitment to do so. Do not set 
up a land-use office. 

4 
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NATIONAL AERONAUTICS AND SPACE ADMINISTRATION 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20546 

OFFICE OF THE ADMINISTRATOR 

The President 
The White House 
washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

December 5, 1974 

/) -- ;! 
I ,r 

I respectfully urge you to reconsider the policy decision 
reported to us by OMB to cancel NASA's Earth Resources Survey 
Satellite (ERTS-C) which was authorized in the FY 1975 legis
lation. 

ERTS-C is NASA's next step for continuing technical development 
and experimental uses of earth resources satellites. Without 
ERTS-C, both experimental and beneficial uses of earth resources 
satellites would be halted indefinitely after 1977, the end of 
the expected useful life of ERTS-B. 

In your reconsideration of this matter, the following points 
are basic: 

l. Benefits. The experimental earth resources survey 
program holds the greatest promise of any of the many applica
tions of space for direct, major, near-term, economic, and 
political returns to the U.S. from our R&D investments in space. 
Measurable benefits to the U.S. economy alone have been estimated 
to range in the hundreds of millions of dollars per year from 
the aggressive exploitation of this technology. These benefits 
stem directly from the better management of the nation's agri
cultural, rangeland, water, and other terrestrial resources that 
is made possible by the improved information flow that only space 
systems can provide technically or economically. 

2. International. The ERTS program is creating and main
taining significant international political values for the U.S. 
We are able to take a leadership role in providing "self help" 
benefits to the rest of the world. The developing foreign user 
communities that rely upon a healthy U.S. earth resources program 
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can also provide valuable leverage in support of U.S. foreign 
policy. Without the continuity of ERTS-C, these relationships 
would erode and could be exploited by others. 

Four foreign nations have already invested in ERTS data acquisition 
stations to permit their direct use of ERTS data: two others have 
indicated they are about to do so very soon: seven others in Asia, 
Africa, and Europe are likely to do so if ERTS-C is authorized. 
Each such ground station represents a potential of $5 million or 
more for u.s. industrial sales overseas, as well as a source of 
user charges the U.S. will collect for access to the satellite 
data. 

At the recent Rome Food Conference, Secretary Kissinger announced 
the experimental interagency program to improve global crop 
estimates that will begin next January with ERTS-B. If this is 
as successful as we expect, ERTS-C will allow the u.s. to provide 
accurate baseline crop information for the world on a continuing 
basis--a visible, positive contribution to the world-wide food 
problem. 

3. Continuity. These economic and political benefits from 
an earth resources survey program can come about only if satellite 
data are available without significant interruption. Some 
immediate benefits are achieved by direct use of data from ex
perimental satellites like ERTS-C. The greater future benefits 
depend on enabling those who make the critical natural resource 
decisions to gain experience with, and confidence in, this new 
source of management information. The experimental program must 
have continuity to provide the users of information with the 
assurance of its long-term availability to warrant their invest
ment in learning how best to employ these unique space capa
bilities. Without the continuity provided by an ERTS-C, at best 
there will be a two or more year delay in program progress 
toward steady-state returns of great value: at worst, the loss 
of program momentum will leave the earth resources field open 
to exploitation by other nations with a consequent loss to the 
u.s. of those benefits. 

4. Congressional. Many members of Congress have strongly 
supported the ERTS program and its continuity. ERTS-C was 
authorized in the FY 1975 legislation and its termination now 
would be very difficult to defend and certain to result in 
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Congressional opposition. Legislation has been introduced by 
Senator Moss with nine bipartisan cosponsors and by Representa
tive Symington with sixteen bipartisan cosponsors requiring the 
Administration to provide for continuity of ERTS activity; if 
ERTS-C is supported in your FY 1976 budget, such legislation 
becomes moot and no confrontation need arise between the 
Administration and the Congressional supporters of ERTS. 

5. Future Options. A decision to proceed with an experi
mental ERTS-C now does not commit the Administration to a 
decision on a future operational system next year. Considerable 
further experimentation, experience, and demonstration are 
needed before a decision on any new system could be properly 
made on the basis of facts. This point is further elaborated 
in my letter to Mr. Zarb of the OMB, attached. 

I request the opportunity of discussing these points more fully 
with you and answering any questions you may have. I am per
sonally convinced that the $11 million to be spent on ERTS-C in 
FY 1976 and the $40 million in future years are as important as 
any in the nation's space program. A decision that would have 
the effect of cutting off a principal area of practical benefits 
from space warrants the fullest consideration in light of the 
many implications I have summarized above. 

Most respectfully, 

Enclosure 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

December 20, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

This afternoon you will be meeting with Roy Ash 
and Jim Fletcher of NASA to consider the ER TS-C 
project which is a satellite program used in agri
cultural and related purposes and to discuss its 
impact on the world food situation. 

The money involved is $11 million which NASA 
says they can fund without having to request an 
appropriation. 

There is very substantial Hill interest in this. 



United States Department of the Interior 

Dear Mr. President: 

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY 
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20240 

December 20, 1974 

As you know, the Earth Resources Satellite program, which is jointly 
conducted by the u.s. Geological Survey and NASA, is of great interest 
to me. I have recently discussed its future with Jim Fletcher of NASA. 

I understand that Roy Ash has recommended that funding for ERTS-C, the 
third in the series of satellites, should not be included in the FY 1976 
NASA budget, though the possibility remains open of funding in later 
years. 

While I do not question Roy's recommendation on the timing of funds for 
ERTS-C, I would like to emphasize my view that the basic technology 
of the Earth Resources Technology Satellite is promising, and should 
continue to be developed. A benefit-cost study we have just completed 
indicates that remote earth observation can be of real value in both 
private and public resource management. I therefore hope that we can 
resume development of the ERTS system as soon as the fiscal situation 
permits. 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Respectfully, 

Y?·lfl;~ 
~~ of the Interior 
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National Aeronautics and 
Space Administration 

Washington, D.C. 
20546 

Office of the Administrator 

The President 
The White House 
Washington, D.C. 20500 

Dear Mr. President: 

December 19, 1974 

I want to alert you to my special concerns with the decision 
cancelling the ERTS-C earth resources satellite which will be 
reconsidered in our meeting with Roy Ash Friday afternoon. 

As a nation, we have rightly been bold (and successful) in 
large-scale "way out" advances in space, such as going to the 
moon and exploring the planets. I am concerned that we may be 
overly cautious when it comes to the much smaller efforts needed 
to follow through to get practical benefits from our large in
vestment in space. 

Cancellation or deferral of ERTS-C in the FY 1976 budget would 
build in a cutoff in the single most promising area of space 
applications just at the time we are beginning the first large
scale demonstrations in the program. Without ERTS-C we will not 
be in a position to follow up the success we expect, for example, 
in the joint NASA-Agriculture crop forecasting experiment which, 
as Secretary Kissinger reported in Rome, could lead to an accurate 
method of forecasting major food production on a worldwide basis. 
Very rewarding experiments of importance to Interior and other 
Federal and State agencies would also be dead-ended in advance. 

This is no longer a budget issue; NASA will absorb the $11 million 
needed in FY 1976 and can agree not to advocate a major expansion 
in the program next year. 

ERTS-C has strong bipartisan advocacy in congress (and in the 
States). Cancellation would produce an unnecessary confrontation 
and put NASA and the Administration in a position we could not 
defend on the merits. 

espectfully, 

~* 



·THE SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION 

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590 

December 20, 1974 

MEMORANDUM FOR THE PRESIDENT 

SUBJECT: 1976 Budget/Policy Decisions 

With one exception,the Department and your Executi.ve Office are now 
in agreement on the appropriate fiscal year 1976 budget requests for 
our various activities. This exception -- the Executive Office 
recommendation to eliminate the Department's research into high 
speed levitated technology -- is not really a major budget decision 
(FY 1976 and future annual requirements are under $10-12 million).· 
Rather, it involves a polic~ decision to eliminate the United States 
Government from~ effective research into a potentially valuable 
future technology. 

We believe this decision is extremely shortsighted. This technology 
could provide significant advantages in speed, ride comfort, noise 
pollution, and maintenance costs over conventional rail systems. 
However, this technology also has potential payoff for improving our 
conventional rail systems, especially propulsion systems. 

Having significantly reduced the scope and pace of the previously 
planned Federal effort in this area to reflect the results of Depart
mental socioeconomic analysis of this program, I believe the remaining 
program represents a minimal. well-conceived effort. I request approval 
of this effort for inclusion in the FY 1976 Budget. 

With regard to the Northeast Corridor rail upgrading program, the 
Department will provide a complete proposal to the Executive Office 
in the near future. Appropriate budget adjustments could be made in 
concert with an Administration policy decision regarding this important 
initiative. 

~~ I 1 f~l) . 'f .. {/;) -
t._,/!..1-...... ...... _.,./ ,:_ . ./, ~ ,.//,,r··-·~.- ..... ~ .. , -~--- ... -

Claude S. Brinegar \ 

( 
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Issue Pa~er 

Department of Transportation 
1976 Budget 

.Issue #4: Track~d Levitated Vehicle Research·~ 
(Dollars in millions) b ://1977 

1975 1976 
1974 DOT OMB DOT DOT Ot1B DOT 

Actual Request Rec. Request Allow A2peal Rec. Request 

PL ........ 8.6 5.9 4.2 10.6 0.1 +10.5 11.0 
0 •..••.•• 5.2 4.0 2.3 4.5 0.1 + 4.4 8.0 

Statement of Issue 

Should we continue to fund Track Levitated Vehicle (TLV) Research)? 

Background 

During the 1975 budget review, a decision was made to terminate TLV. The 
Secretary appealed, and funding of TLV was approved pending the completion 
of a study of economic and social effects of implementing such a system. 

Findings of Study: 

- Economic viability within 20 years is low. 
- Advantages relative to other modes are not demonstrated. 
- Nevertheless, study called for continued program in promising 

levitation technology. 

Alternatives 

#1. Continue the TLV research program. (DOT request) 

#2. Terminate TLV in 1975. $lOOK per year to monitor TLV efforts 
in other countries. (OMB recommendation) 

DOT request: Program consists of research on two kinds of TLV systems: 
11Air Cushion 11 and 11 t1agleV 11 (magnetically levitated). Both operate on 
s peci a 1 gui dev'lays . 

DOT considers vehicle levitation to be a promising technology, offering 
potential payoff in high and low speed applications. Expected to reduce 
maintenance cost because of minimum friction. 

~Jould allovl DOT to take advantage of large sunk cost (over $40 million since 
1966). Should keep pace with TLV work in other countries, in case the tech
nology proves useful. 

Ot;1B 
Rec. 

0.1 
0. 1 



OMB Recommendation 

TLV does not offer significant advantage over existing technology. 

- In low speed range (0-150 mph) conventional rail is less 
costly, more energy-efficient, and can operate on existing 

·rights of way. Possibility of lower TLV maintenance cost 
is more than offset by high initial investment. Germans 
reportedly are discontinuing TLV research in this speed 
range. 

- In higher speed range (150-300 mph) aviation provides the 
most viable alternative. Infrastructure is already in place. 
Wide bodied jets and other improvements expected to provide 
sufficient capacity for this market in the forseeable future. 
Technical problems in the higher speed range are substantial. 
For instance, entering a tunnel at high speed would lead to 
sudden deceleration, due to compression of air. 

- The only case in which DOT cites potential economic viability 
for TLV is in the Northeast Corridor, and then under such 
questionable assumptions as 1) complete replacement of air 
travel by TLV and 2) saturation of high speed rail line (cur
rently being planned). 
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TLV investment would be very costly to the Federal Government, both in short 
and long term: 

- $50M development cost through 1980. 

Pressures for Federal implementation in long term.- At 
least $3 billion for Northeast Corridor alone (1971 dollars). 

Pueblo test center 1976 budget is decreased from $13 million (DOT request) to 
$11 million, to reflect overall effect of TLV termination on the mission of the 
center. 



THE WHITE HOUSE 

WASHINGTON 

MEMORANDUM THE PRESIDENT 

FROM: 

SUBJECT: N SA's Appeal of FY 1976 Budget Decision to Defer 
the ERTS-C Satellite 

Dr. Fletcher has requested that you reconsider your decision 
to defer for at least a year the initiation of a third Earth 
Resources Applications satellite (ERTS-C). The satellite 
was authorized in the FY 1975 budget at the initiative of 
COngress, but no funds were specifically appropriated for 
the project. Were ERTS-C to be approved in the FY 1976 
budget, NASA would absorb the $14 million in BA and $11 
million in outlays for ERTS-C within its current 1976 
allowance. Future year funding of about $40 million--over 
the next two years--would be required to complete the 
satellite. 

The initial decision not to include funds for ERTS-C in the 
FY 1976 budget was based principally on the view: 

that a convincing case had not been made by NASA to support 
the need for continuity of data in an experimental earth 
resources survey program. 

that by accepting ERTS-C in the FY 1976 budget, we would 
be recognizing de facto the need for data continuity and 
therefore set tne stage for additional larger and more 
expensive ($150 million) follow-on satellites in FY 1977 
and subsequent years. 

Deferring ERTS-C would also provide additional time to better 
clarify some complex issues related to the appropriateness 
of the technology being developed by NASA and the needs of 
potential users of ERTS-type data for both experimental and 
operational applications. Thus, the majOr OMB policy concern 
is to prevent a premature commitment by the United States 
to the establishment of an operational satellite system for 
remote-sensing of earth resources data. 

NASA's appeal: Dr. Fletcher's attached letter argues that 
the effect of not including funds for ERTS-C in the FY 1976 
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budget would be to cancel a project approved by the Congress 
in the FY 1975 budget. (This point is open to interpretation 
as discussed below--no funds were specifically appropriated 
for ERTS-C nor have any funds yet been spent to begin work 
on the satellite.) He also argues that without ERTS-C, "both 
experimental and beneficial uses of earth resources satellites 
would be halted indefinitely after 1977" (OMB also takes 
issue with this position). 

Dr. Fletcher's letter then goes on to argue that: 

ERTS-C should be initiated now because he believes that 
the economic potential of the ERTS program is very large 
(particularly in relation to agriculture); 

the technology will be an important international asset 
for the u.s.; 

congressional support is very strong for the program; and 

continuity of satellite data is considered essential to 
establish the potential value of remote-sensing technology. 

He also makes the point that a commitment to go ahead with 
ERTS-C would not necessarily commit the Administration to 
making a decision next year on whether to commit to a future 
operational system. (We agree but have other concerns--see below) 

Analysis: We cannot accept Dr. Fletcher's argument that not 
including ERTS-C in the FY 1976 budget would have the effect 
of terminating NASA's experimental development of earth 
resources tee nology. 

• 

It is perhaps a semantic distinction whether we would be 
"cancelling" or "deferring" ERTS-C by not initiating work 
on the satellite now. 

There is no ambiguity about congressional intent that 
the satelirte should be initiated as soon as possible 
(in FY 1975). 

There. is. ground for legal interpretation as to whether 
fun~s were actually appropriated for ERTS-C in FY 1975, 
and whether a decision not to go ahead would require a 
rescission action (OMB counsel has indicated that no 
funds have actually been appropriated for ERTS-C). 

pr. Fletcher's statement that without ERTS-C work would be 
'"hAlted indefinitely" after 1977 is quite misleading in 

'f · .. 9ur v~ew: 
.. ~ 



NASA has a large on-going program (about $50 million 
per year) related to the development of remote-sensing 
technology and the ground-based activities required to 
translate satellite data into useful information. 
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These activities will be continued even without ERTS-C 
(and they are considered the most critical developmental 
aspect of remote-sensing technology). 

Nearly four years of satellite data from the first two 
ERTS satellites is expected to be available for analysis 
by 1977. 

Although NASA has recently developed some large estimates of 
potential dollar benefits to be gained from a future operational 
ERTS-tyle system, NASA's economic analyses have not been 
critica ly reviewed nor have the basic technological demon
strations of satellite capabilities yet been completed. The 
international benefits claimed may also be promising, but 
again these capabilities have not yet been demonstrated. 
Furthermore, it should be emphasized that all of these 
potential benefits are related to a postulated operational 
system, and in the context of this longer term issue, 1t 
is important that other technologies than ERTS should also 
be considered. 

With respect to the large potential benefits to agriculture 
now claimed for ERTS-type satellite, the Department of 
Agriculture has demurred on what the dollar value of such 
benefits might actually be, but Agriculture has strongly 
supported NASA's proposal to conduct a joint experimental 
test of ERTS capabilities for agricultural forecasting on 
a world-wide basis. In this ~atter connection, the Department 
of Agriculture has taken the position that ERTS-C will be 
required in 1977 ~or the completion of the Large Area Crop 
Inventory Experiment (LACIE). Despite the position taken 
by Agriculture on this requirement, OMB is not convinced that 
a strong case has been made to support the launch of ERTS-C 
in 1977 in order to complete the crop-forecasting experiment. 

Congressional support, particularly in NASA's authorizing 
committees, appears to be strongly favorable to ERTS and 
may in fact be sufficient to push the Administration to move 
faster in developing ERTS technology, than we believe is 
desirable. 

on the need for data continuity and the implications for 
future years of approving ERTS-C now, we continue to disagree 
with NASA's position. We do not believe that NASA has made 
a· convincing case that a continuous stream of satellite data 
is necessary to prove the experimental capabilities of ERTS 
technology; or that major harm to the program would result 



from deferring a decision on ERTS-C until the FY 1977 budget. 
We are concerned, moreover, that by committing to an ERTS-C 
now we might be establishing a precedent which would have 
the effect of backing us into a de facto operational ERTS 
system. 

Recommendation: On balance, we believe that deferral of 
ERTS-C is the appropriate action in FY 1976 and that the 
Administration should continue to resist congressional 
pressures which could result in a premature commitment to 
an operational earth resources satellite system. 

Attachment 
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